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Dear Friends,
This issue of Sooner Lawyer is particularly meaningful to 
me as we celebrate the graduating Class of 2013. Three 
years ago, this class and I began at OU Law together. It 
has been a privilege to witness them grow from uncertain 
1Ls to confident and talented graduates. And just as they 
have advanced our College, I am certain they will do much 
to benefit our noble profession. On May 11, we celebrated 
their graduation with keynote speaker Jerry Stritzke (’85), who currently serves as the 
president and chief operating officer at Coach Inc. Stritzke left the graduates with a very 
important challenge, “Go out and change the world.” 
This issue is important because of its focus on philanthropy and scholarships. The 
generosity of our alumni and friends is essential to providing our students with an 
unsurpassed legal education, to thrive as the state’s premier law school and to be one 
of our nation’s great public law schools. In just the past three years, your generosity has 
more than doubled OU Law’s scholarship endowment. And for the first time ever, this 
year OU Law will distribute more than $1 million in private scholarships to our students. 
These scholarships enable our students to have a world-class legal education at a cost that 
enhances, rather than forecloses, opportunity.
I hope you enjoy the article featuring OU alumna Ginny Bass Carl, who has had an 
impressive legal career and now serves in the nonprofit sector. Ginny is committed 
to changing the world and knows what it is like to be a part of something larger 
than herself.
You will also see a fascinating feature on two alumni, a married couple, who after several 
years of practicing law in Oklahoma decided to move to Dubai. Michael Ridgeway now 
serves as general counsel of the Dubai Financial Services Authority. This highly influential 
position focuses on a unique financial district inside the opulent desert city. One of the 
lessons learned early in this adventure was how knowledge of Native American law could 
be utilized in understanding legal issues in a foreign nation.
I am excited to share with you that OU Law is launching a number of new and exciting 
programs and degrees, detailed on page 13. OU Law J.D. students may now pursue 
a specialized certificate in one of three areas: Energy and Natural Resources, Business 
Entrepreneurship, and American Indian Law. These certificates are designed to give our 
students a further competitive edge as they enter the profession. 
In addition, OU Law has created a new Master of Legal Studies (MLS) degree designed 
primarily for non-lawyers. Beginning this fall, the MLS degree will focus on one of two 
areas: Energy and Natural Resources Law and Indigenous Peoples Law. The MLS degree 
can be completed part time, and the Indigenous Peoples focus is earned online.
OU Law continues to be forward-thinking and anticipating the future needs of the legal 
market. We will keep our tuition low, seek outside scholarships, continue to add expert 
curriculum, focus on strong job opportunities and stay connected with our alumni. 
We appreciate your continued support of the University of Oklahoma College of Law.
Warmest regards,
Joseph Harroz Jr. 
Dean and Professor 
Fenelon Boesche Chair of Law
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when frank elkouri (’47) and his wife, edna asper 
elkouri, made their historic $6 million gift to the oU 
College of law creating the Frank and Edna Asper 
Elkouri Endowed Law Scholarship, they cited the 
fi nancial assistance they both received as law students 
as the motivation for their gift. in 2011, at the time of 
the announcement of the gift, the largest one-time 
contribution in the 104-year existence of the College 
of law, Dean Joe harroz said, “The elkouri gift will 
provide many students with access to an exceptional 
legal education and inspire generations of excellence.”
numerous other individuals and organizations 
have similarly been motivated to provide fi nancial 
assistance to oU law students, thereby providing 
the opportunity to access a legal education. nearly 
200 scholarships, fellowships and awards have been 
established and supported by alumni, friends and 
donors to benefi t students, making a difference in 
their lives.
one of these scholarships, the William L. Bruce 
Scholarship, was established in 2005 by oklahoma 
City attorney robert h. alexander Jr. to assist minority 
law students. The scholarship was named to honor 
william l. Bruce, a former vice dean of harvard 
law who mentored alexander during his legal 
education there.
having grown up in oklahoma and graduated from 
oklahoma City’s Douglass high school, alexander was 
aware that since the 1949 admission of ada lois sipuel 
fisher as its fi rst african-american student, the oU 
College of law had played a key role in providing legal 
education to minorities. when he made the $100,000 
gift to endow the scholarship, alexander explained he 
made the gift to oU law rather than his alma mater 
because the need for scholarships benefi ting minority 
students was greater in oklahoma.
| By JOnella Frank |
U n l o c k i n g  O p p o r t u n i t y :
Th e Scholarship Diﬀ erence
according to Webster’s New World College Dictionary, 
the noun “scholarship” has three defi nitions, all of which have signifi cance 
at the University of oklahoma College of law. however, it is the third 
entry, “a specifi c gift of money or other aid…to help a student pay for 
instruction,” that is the focus of this article. Based on the experiences 
of some oU law graduates, the third defi nition could be expanded to 
include “a key to unlocking doors of opportunity.” 
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Alicia Currin-Moore (’08) was among the fi rst three 
recipients of the william l. Bruce scholarship in 2005. 
her path to and through law school was unlike most 
of her classmates, and she was very aware of the 
differences.
Currin-moore, born in Detroit, lived in michigan 
and ohio prior to moving to oklahoma, where she 
graduated from putnam City north high school 
in oklahoma City in 1990. when she began her 
undergraduate studies at the University of oklahoma, 
her career focus was dentistry. however, a summer job 
at an inner-city summer camp changed all that as she 
discovered a passion for teaching. 
in 1994, Currin-moore earned a bachelor’s degree 
in early childhood education and embarked upon a 
10-year career teaching kindergarten and fi rst grade. 
her fi rst teaching job was in an inner-city public school 
in oklahoma City, where 97 percent of the students 
lived below the poverty line and 46 percent had 
limited english profi ciency. 
Currin-moore sought advice and guidance from 
seasoned teachers and eventually became involved 
in the district-level decision-making process for 
curriculum changes. her hard work and dedication 
came to the attention of education leaders, and she 
was invited to speak to other educators at the state 
and national levels. Currin-moore’s service to her 
profession and her students was publicly recognized 
when she was named the 2000-2001 Coolidge 
elementary Teacher of the year.
while working toward her master’s degree in 
educational administration and curriculum studies 
at oU, a class in education law planted the seed 
for another alteration to her life’s path. “i became 
intrigued by the way in which education intersected 
with the law,” said Currin-moore. “at the time, law 
school seemed to be a far-fetched notion. years after 
taking the class, my husband encouraged me to follow 
my newly found passion.” 
But to do so would mean she would have to quit 
her teaching job. “law school seemed unattainable 
because of the fi nancial burden it would place on my 
family,” Currin-moore explained. 
however, with continuing encouragement from her 
husband, she applied to oU law and was accepted 
into the early admissions program for summer 2005. 
Currin-moore changed roles from teacher to student 
and entered oU law. she realized the uniqueness of 
her situation. 
“i felt as though i had two strikes against me. i was 
at least 12 years older than my classmates, and i’d 
spent the last 10 years not working for a fi rm or a 
government offi cial, but as a kindergarten teacher,” 
she said. “i was comfortable standing in front of 
5-year-olds, but the thought of standing in front of 
some of the best minds in the state terrifi ed me.” 
The early admissions program is designed to give a 
fi rst look at law school to a small group of incoming 
fi rst-year students with the purpose of allowing them 
to build experience and skills necessary to succeed in 
law school while providing the opportunity to earn law 
school credits during the summer. The program was 
a perfect fi t for Currin-moore. “Being a part of the 
program allowed me the opportunity to ease into law 
school,” she said. “i soon realized i had a unique skill 
set that gave me an edge in many situations.” 
alicia and Cedric Currin-moore with their sons, mason (left) and myles (right)
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Currin-moore’s concerns about her family’s fi nancial 
condition were eased when she learned she had been 
selected to receive the Bruce scholarship. in addition, 
she was awarded the Crowe & Dunlevy Scholarship
and the Allie M. and Robert E. Stephenson 
Scholarship. 
The Crowe & Dunlevy scholarship also provides 
fi nancial assistance to minority students. it was 
established in 2005 by the oklahoma law fi rm of 
Crowe & Dunlevy to enable minority students to 
overcome economic barriers to pursuing a legal 
education and thereby allow the oklahoma legal 
profession to refl ect the diversity of the community it 
serves. since its inception, the scholarship has been 
awarded to 16 oU law students.
The allie m. and robert e. stephenson scholarship 
was established in 1997 by malvina stephenson, in 
memory or her parents, and is awarded to deserving 
fi rst-year students.
later in her law school career, Currin-moore also 
received the Bess Zeldich Ungerman Scholarship
and the T. Ray Phillips III Memorial Scholarship. 
The former is awarded to the outstanding third-year 
minority female student and the latter is presented to 
a second- or third-year law student with demonstrated 
fi nancial need.
explaining the signifi cance of the fi nancial assistance 
she received, Currin-moore said, “as an older, 
married law school student, i did not have the luxury 
to move back home or fi nd additional roommates 
to share living expenses. i quit my job as a teacher 
to completely focus on law school, which placed a 
fi nancial strain on my husband and me. i was truly 
blessed to receive the scholarships as a way to ensure 
fi nancial stability. The scholarships i received helped 
me to fret less about fi nances and focus on my 
studies.” 
Currin-moore approached her law school career as she 
had her teaching career and became actively involved 
in law school activities. as a fi rst-year student, she 
served as the community service chair for the Black 
law students association and created a reading 
program, Blsa Book Buddies, which connected 
inner-city elementary schoolchildren with law 
students. she later served as the Blsa vice president 
and director of the regional moot court competition.
additionally, Currin-moore served on the oU law 
Board of advocates and was a member of the 
students for access to Justice (now known as the 
public interest law students association), a student-
driven organization that works to develop and sustain 
a culture of commitment to public service within the 
College of law. in saTJ, she worked for two years as 
co-coordinator for the group’s pro bono program.
in the fall semester of her third year of law school, 
Currin-moore’s life changed forever. she and her 
husband became fi rst-time parents when their son 
mason arrived two months early. he spent the fi rst 
month of his life in the neonatal intensive care unit. 
“in order to tend to my son, as well as my own 
medical issues, i made the decision to sit out of law 
school for a semester,” she said. Because scholarship 
distributions had already been made for the semester, 
Currin-moore contacted alexander and the Crowe 
& Dunlevy fi rm to make arrangements to return the 
funds. she explained the attorneys’ reaction, “They 
were adamant that i keep the scholarships. They were 
even kind enough to send baby presents! words 
cannot express how grateful i was for their support.”
Currin-moore returned to law school for the spring 
2008 semester and completed the requirements for a 
juris doctor degree in December 2008. Two months 
later, she gave birth to myles, the couple’s second son. 
“I was truly blessed to receive 
the scholarships as a way to 
ensure  nancial stability.  e 
scholarships I received helped 
me to  et less about  nances 
and focus on my studies.”
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after her law school graduation, 
the family moved to amarillo, 
Texas, to allow Currin-moore to 
work for The Underwood law firm, 
where she had previously clerked. her 
work there focused on education law 
as she represented several area school 
districts in matters dealing with student 
discipline, employment issues and first 
amendment rights.
in 2011, Currin-moore and her family returned to 
oklahoma and she served as the executive director 
of teacher and leader effectiveness for the oklahoma 
state Department of education. she currently serves 
as the director of performance management and 
accountability for the oklahoma City public schools. 
she is responsible for the new teacher and leader 
evaluation system and works closely with teachers, 
principals and central offi ce staff to ensure compliance 
with statutory requirements. in addition, she deals 
with union negotiations and writes district policy 
dealing with evaluations.
in looking back on her legal education experience, 
Currin-moore expressed a sentiment similar to one 
articulated by one of her benefactors – robert 
alexander – when he established the william l. Bruce 
scholarship to honor a beloved harvard law school 
administrator. she said, “along with being thankful 
for the scholarships i have received, i am also thankful 
for the person who put me in the position to receive 
the scholarships. assistant Dean stanley evans always 
pushed me to achieve despite diffi cult circumstances. 
he was always encouraging, not only to me, but also 
to so many others.”
our most prestigious oU law scholarship, the 
william T. Comfort Jr. and James T. Comfort 
Scholarship, was established in 1994 through a 
generous endowment from James T. Comfort and 
william T. Comfort Jr., brothers who graduated from 
oU law in 1957 and 1961, respectively. since its 
inception, the scholarship has provided more than 
$5 million in scholarships to almost 1,000 oU law 
students. There are three additional scholarships 
funded by the brothers’ gift, two of which benefi t 
incoming fi rst-year students. The third fund provides 
scholarships to the top 10 students in the second- and 
third-year classes.
Jodi Warmbrod Dishman (’05) was awarded a 
Comfort scholarship in 2003 as one of the top 10 
students in her second-year class. she labels this 
scholarship and the others she received while a student 
at oU law, “an incredible blessing.” since her teenage 
years, Dishman had been aware of the harsh fi nancial 
realities of obtaining a post-secondary education.
she was born in memphis, Tennessee, in 1979. 
at the age of 3, Dishman moved to edmond, 
oklahoma, and attended school there, graduating 
as class valedictorian from edmond santa fe high 
school in 1998. 
explaining how she developed her understanding of 
the fi nancial burden of pursuing higher education, 
Dishman said, “my parents divorced when i was 
2. although i had a wonderful and supportive 
Jodi Dishman
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upbringing, fi nancially it was not always easy for 
my family, and i saw my parents sacrifi ce to make 
ends meet.”
she knew that to attend college and not be saddled 
with debt, she would need to earn scholarships. 
fortunately, southern methodist University in Dallas, 
a school she loved, offered her a great fi nancial aid 
package. she was excited to head south of the red 
river to begin the educational journey that, according 
to her childhood plan, would eventually lead her to 
medical school.
however, that plan changed while Dishman was 
at smU. “sitting in organic chemistry one day my 
sophomore year, i decided – abruptly, according to my 
family – i no longer wanted to go to medical school 
or pursue a career in medicine,” she said. “Through 
my college experience, i found my passion was public 
service. i was active in student government in college 
and served as student body president my senior year 
at smU. i enjoyed leadership, complex issues and 
working with people to fi nd solutions. practicing law 
was a natural fi t for me.” 
after earning a bachelor’s degree in marketing from 
smU in 2002, Dishman entered the oU College of 
law to begin what was to be a stellar academic 
performance. her law school career was not, however, 
without some adversity. During her fi rst semester, her 
father died from a heart attack and Dishman’s initial 
reaction was to drop out of law school.
it was her mother, a legal assistant since the early 
1970s, who convinced Dishman to continue her legal 
education. “she told me i had to fi nish law school, 
and that is what my dad would have wanted to see,” 
Dishman explained.
she did continue and managed to use the adversity 
to achieve positive results. “we all cope with loss in 
different ways,” said Dishman. “studying was my way 
to keep my mind off my loss and when i couldn’t sleep 
at night, i would use that time to study.” her efforts 
paid off. Because of her class ranking, she earned a 
Comfort scholarship. 
During the remainder of her three years at oU law, 
Dishman continued to excel, receiving numerous 
accolades. in addition to the Comfort scholarship, 
she also received the Doerner, Saunders, Daniel & 
Anderson LLP, Dickson M. Saunders Memorial 
Scholarship, awarded to a 1l who demonstrates 
academic excellence and selfl ess dedication to the 
improvement of oU law; the McKinney & Stringer 
Scholarship for having the highest academic record 
after two semesters; the McAfee & Taft John 
McHenry Mee Scholarship for earning the highest 
grade in Corporations (now awarded for the highest 
grade in real estate Transactions); the Robert B. 
Looper Memorial Scholarship for maintaining the 
highest academic record after four semesters; and the 
Joel Jankowsky Outstanding Graduate Award, 
which recognizes a graduating student’s leadership, 
scholarship and service to others.
additional recognition came to Dishman in law school, 
including the James f. hawes memorial Cup award, 
presented to the outstanding 2l; the oklahoma Bar 
association outstanding law school senior student 
award; eight american Jurisprudence awards for 
earning the highest grade in eight different courses, 
and election to the order of the Coif. 
Commenting on the life-altering aspects of receiving 
a scholarship, Dishman said she was able to focus 
on her studies and not worry about how she would 
pay for her education. “it was also very freeing 
because it gave me the opportunity to pursue two 
federal clerkships, an experience that shaped me 
professionally and personally. i got to see fi rsthand 
how judges think about and resolve cases and how 
they view lawyers’ relationships with each other and 
“Because of others’ 
generosity, I feel 
compelled to make 
sure I ‘pay it forward’ 
and do for others what 
had been done for me.”
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the court,” she said. “if i had been saddled with huge 
amounts of debt following college and law school, i 
might not have pursued those opportunities.” 
Being a scholarship recipient also inspired Dishman 
to give back to the law school and community, both 
fi nancially and with her time. “Because of others’ 
generosity, i feel compelled to make sure i ‘pay it 
forward’ and do for others what had been done for 
me,” she said.
working hard has been a continuing theme in 
Dishman’s life. while excelling as a student, she 
also served as the president of her 1l class and 
was editor-in-chief of the Oklahoma Law Review. 
in addition, she worked as a research assistant for 
professor Joe Thai and clerked for two different 
oklahoma City law fi rms.
During her fi rst year out of law school, Dishman 
worked as a judicial law clerk for the chief judge 
of the U.s. Court of appeals for the fifth Circuit, 
in houston. The following year, she held another 
clerkship with a different judge on the same court, 
based in san antonio.
after completing her second clerkship, Dishman 
worked as a trial attorney with the international law 
fi rm of akin gump strauss hauer & feld llp, in their 
san antonio offi ce. During almost fi ve years there, her 
practice involved class actions, securities litigation and 
insurance litigation. 
last summer, Dishman, her husband Brent, also a 
2005 oU law grad, and their two young sons, Cash 
and rook, returned to oklahoma. she took a job with 
mcafee & Taft, one of the fi rms for which she had 
clerked as a student. she serves as of counsel with a 
practice focused on trial litigation involving complex 
business matters, class actions, securities law and 
insurance, as well as appellate litigation.
outside the offi ce, Dishman fi nds time to serve as a 
trustee of the metro Tech foundation, which provides 
scholarships and other fi nancial assistance to students 
at the metro Technology Centers in oklahoma. 
she also serves on the steering committee for the 
James e. Caswell Undergraduate leadership fellows 
program, which provides leadership development 
grants to smU students.
Dishman is quick to express her appreciation for the 
donors whose gifts benefi ted her at oU law. “Their 
gifts have opened many doors and opportunities for 
me, and i will always be grateful,” she said. “it has 
also motivated me to continue working hard so i can 
make sure future oU law students have the same 
opportunities and great experiences i did.”
she challenged other alumni, “Consider making a gift 
to the law school to support student scholarships. one 
of the biggest misconceptions about giving is that it 
must be some large amount to matter. gifts of any 
size help, and it is important we all get in the habit of 
giving back to the next generation of lawyers and to 
show support for our law school.”
Christopher M. Staine (’10) fi nalized his decision 
to attend law school during his junior year at the 
University of oklahoma. while working to earn 
a bachelor’s degree in information studies, he 
realized he liked being challenged intellectually. 
That realization, coupled with the practical 
consideration of increasing his marketability 
in the job market, led him to decide to 
study law. 
The fi rst thoughts of a legal career had come 
to staine as an adolescent growing up 
in houston as the only child of michael 
and Juanita staine. after graduating 
from Cypress Creek high school in 2003, 
staine came to oU, for what was to be seven 
consecutive years of study. “i did not take any time 
off between college and law school – either to gain 
practical working experience or simply to take a 
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break from academia,” he said. “That fact seemed to 
distinguish me from many of the students in my class.”
staine distinguished himself further during his law 
school career, and as a result, was awarded the 
Joel Jankowsky Outstanding Graduate Award. 
The award, presented annually at the convocation 
ceremony for the graduating class, goes to the student 
whose combined leadership, scholarship and selfl ess 
service to others exemplifi es a standard of overall 
excellence.
his leadership abilities were apparent in his 
involvement with the ada lois sipuel fisher Chapter 
of the Black law students association. as a fi rst-year 
student, staine developed a video presentation, “Blsa 
voices,” for the oU chapter’s Black history program 
and wrote a Sooner Lawyer article describing the 
short documentary. he also created an electronic 
newsletter to highlight the organization’s events and 
keep student members and alumni informed. in his 
fi nal year at the College of law, staine served as Blsa 
president and garnered recognition for his academic 
excellence and leadership skills at the regional and 
national levels of the organization. 
he was active in the competition program at oU law 
as well. staine competed in the national moot Court 
Competition and the aBa moot Court Competition, 
where he co-authored a brief that received the Best 
Brief award at the Boston regional competition. in 
addition, staine served as the scoring director 
for the Board of advocates, the student 
organization that promotes oral and written 
advocacy through on- and off-campus 
competitions.
staine’s other oU law activities and honors 
included serving as an editor of the 
Oklahoma Journal of Law and Technology, 
receiving an academic achievement 
award for earning the highest grade 
in remedies, and being selected 
for membership in phi Delta phi 
international legal fraternity.
“If I had the opportunity to speak with the 
parties responsible for establishing and/
or funding the scholarships and the award 
I received, I would say –‘Th ank you. Your 
generous contribution provided me access 
to an otherwise inaccessible quality legal 
education, and it inspired me to eﬀ ectuate 
positive change in my community through 
my time and resources. For that, I am 
forever grateful.’”
– Christopher M. Staine
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his dedication to and performance in these student 
organizations and programs led to his selection for 
two scholarships – the Cole E. Adwon Memorial 
Scholarship and the Leon J. York Jr. Scholarship. 
The fi rst is awarded to a second-year student who 
advances to the quarterfi nals or beyond in the 1l 
moot Court Competition. The second is presented to a 
student who demonstrates professional promise. 
“These scholarships were fundamental in helping 
me attain an otherwise unattainable opportunity as 
they erased an omnipresent fi nancial hurdle,” staine 
said. “my gratitude for receipt of these scholarships 
motivated my desire to excel in my academic studies 
so that someday i would have the ability to provide 
this same opportunity to others seeking to pursue 
their goals.” 
in addition to the fi nancial relief provided by awards 
and scholarships, summer employment gave staine 
some economic breathing room. he worked during 
both summers of his law school career with the 
dual purpose of advancing his legal education and 
easing the fi nancial burden of that education. During 
summer 2008, staine worked as a research assistant 
for professor stephen knippenberg. The following 
summer, he served as a clerk in two different 
oklahoma law fi rms.
one of those fi rms, Crowe & Dunlevy, hired staine as 
an associate when he graduated. he is based in the 
fi rm’s oklahoma City offi ce, where his practice focuses 
on the areas of energy, natural resources, creditor’s 
rights, bankruptcy and other commercial litigation. 
explaining the duties of his job, staine said, “my direct 
responsibility generally involves assisting clients in 
navigating through all phases of pre-trial litigation, 
including the drafting of pleadings and motions, 
conducting discovery and presenting oral argument at 
dispositive and discovery motion hearings.”
staine lives in oklahoma City with his wife, vivian, 
and is actively involved in the community. he serves 
on the board of directors of first Tee of metropolitan 
oklahoma City, a youth development program 
teaching life skills and leadership through golf. he 
is also an alumnus of the leadership oklahoma City 
loyal (linking okC’s young adult leaders) program, 
and a member of The oklahoma academy and the 
william J. holloway Jr. american inn of Court.
staine serves as a pro bono attorney with oklahoma 
lawyers for Children and maintains memberships in 
the oklahoma Bar association, oklahoma County 
Bar association, the federal Bar association and the 
american Bar association.
among his favorite memories from law school, staine 
counts traveling and competing in interscholastic and 
oral advocacy competitions, coordinating community 
service events through Blsa, and participating in fi nal 
exam study sessions with his study groups. refl ecting 
on those memories, staine said, “Through these 
events, i established a strong network of business 
professionals who will be lifelong friends.” | S l |
Nearly 200 scholarships, fellowships and awards have 
been established and supported by alumni,  iends and donors 
to bene t students, making a di erence in their lives.
For a list of all the scholarships, fellowships and awards making a difference in the lives of our students, and 
made possible by the generosity of alumni and friends of the OU College of Law, see page 51.
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focus on philanthropy:
from the day of their first-year 
orientation until graduation, 
students at the oU College of law 
are reminded of the ideals and 
principles of service to clients and 
society. The message is received 
and embraced by the students, as evidenced by their 
participation in a variety of service events and projects.
The student-driven organization public interest 
law students association is a concrete example 
of oU law’s commitment to serving the public 
good. founded in 2008, pilsa matches student 
volunteers with government agencies and nonprofit 
organizations. since its inception, the organization 
has recognized student volunteer service totaling 
57,000 hours.
students also learn about working in the nonprofit 
sector from speakers hosted by the office of Career 
services in its lunch and learn series. The desire to 
improve communities and the lives of the people who 
reside in those communities motivates many people, 
lawyers included, to become involved with nonprofit 
organizations.
The oU law alumna featured here was moved to 
dedicate her professional career to serving society. she 
works at a philanthropic nonprofit organization. her 
story reveals what motivated her to utilize her legal 
education to focus on philanthropy.
Ginny Bass Carl (’86) was born in indianapolis, where 
she lived with her parents, Jim and kay Bass, for only 
three weeks before the family moved to oklahoma 
to allow her father to attend law school. she grew up 
and graduated from high school in el reno and came 
to norman to attend the University of oklahoma.
Being part of something 
larger than you| By JOnella Frank |
I finally understand what it 
means to change the world.
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after earning a bachelor’s degree in accounting from oU in 1983, Carl 
continued her education at the oU College of law, fulfilling her childhood 
desire to be an attorney. “from the fifth grade on, i knew i wanted to be 
an attorney,” she explained. “practically all the working folks in my family 
– grandfather, father and uncle – were attorneys. i admired and respected 
them and was aware of the respect the community had for them. i 
thought being a lawyer meant i could change the world.”
Carl’s first job as an attorney was in honolulu, working in the real estate 
department of the city’s largest law firm. The hawaii Bar exam was the 
first of three she would take and pass during her legal career.
after less than a year, Carl left honolulu and moved to Dallas for what 
would be a 17-year period of her life. she took and passed the Texas Bar 
exam, and began working in Dallas at a small firm, focusing primarily 
on civil litigation. Carl later had a corporate/small business and probate 
practice at another Dallas firm. while working in Dallas, her children, 
Collin and rachael, were born.
after the birth of her second child, she stopped practicing law to be 
a stay-at-home mom and did volunteer work in church, school and 
nonprofit organizations. During a period of searching for a personal 
fulfillment that had eluded her in practicing law, she entered the 
seminary. Carl was hired by her church to train in the Catechesis of the 
good shepherd program, a montessori-based approach to the religious 
education of children. 
“i felt i was making a difference and it was wonderful,” Carl said. “i was happy and knew i 
was doing work that positively impacted others. having a mission motivated me.”
however, financial considerations caused her to re-enter the legal workplace. she accepted a 
job managing a Dallas law firm, merging her business and legal interests and training.
in 2003, Carl moved back to oklahoma as a single parent and began her first full-time job 
with a nonprofit organization. Utilizing her undergraduate degree, she worked for nearly five 
years as a senior accountant and financial analyst at oklahoma medical research foundation. 
Based in oklahoma City and founded in 1946, omrf is a nationally recognized nonprofit 
biomedical research institute.
During the time Carl worked in accounting at omrf, her family expanded to four when 
she married peter Carl in 2004. Three years later, with his support, she decided to take the 
oklahoma Bar exam – 21 years after graduating from law school! although she didn’t know 
if she would ever practice law in oklahoma, she was certain she needed to achieve this goal 
for herself and set an example for her children. she took bar review courses in the evenings 
and on weekends, studied at lunch, and took practice tests at night while still working full 
time and managing the busy schedules of her family.
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after conquering her third bar exam, Carl said she was motivated 
to expand her horizons with a new career in the nonprofit sector. 
in october 2008, she went to work at the oklahoma heritage 
association as its chief financial officer and in-house counsel. she 
worked there for two years before returning to omrf as senior 
director of development, her current job.
Carl described her work as “the best job” and a great marriage of 
development and law. “my primary responsibility is planned giving, 
but we work from a team approach, so i also am active in major 
gifts, annual appeal, stewardship and tours,” she said. “i love giving 
presentations – on omrf in general and planned giving in particular.”
when talking about the responsibilities of her job, Carl emphasized 
the importance of relationships. Through her active involvement 
in a variety of organizations, she is able to develop and maintain 
professional and social relationships. she is a member of the 
oklahoma Bar association and the association of fundraising 
professionals, as well as a fellow of the oklahoma Bar foundation. she 
is on the boards of the oklahoma City estate planning Council and 
the oklahoma planned giving Council. she is the current president of 
the board of sunbeam family services, vice chairman of the board of 
friends of the Capitol and president of the lambda Chi alpha parents 
Club at oU.
Carl also serves on the boards of sunbeam foundation, educare 
and remerge. on behalf of the oklahoma Center for nonprofits, 
she teaches board governance in the standards for excellence series 
and conducts board trainings and retreats for other nonprofits. 
additionally, she is a member of all souls episcopal Church, p.e.o. and 
kappa kappa gamma alumnae. in 2012, Carl was recognized by The Journal Record as one 
of “50 making a Difference” during its woman of the year event.
Carl speaks in glowing terms about omrf, where scientists are developing treatments for 
human diseases, including heart disease, cancer, lupus, multiple sclerosis and alzheimer’s 
disease. The highlights of her omrf job, she said, are the times when she hears a donor’s 
story or sees their eyes light up as they walk into a lab and begin to understand what a 
scientist is studying. 
“i’m working for the greater good and there is no better feeling,” Carl said. “i feel i have my 
finger closer to the pulse of what is going on in our community. i meet and know some of 
the most amazing people who have performed acts of service that blow you away. They awe 
me, they inspire me. sure, i want to be adequately compensated for my work, and i work very 
hard, but i know i am part of something that is larger than me. i am a better citizen, a better 
parent and a better person because i witness sacrifice and efforts to improve the lives of 
others. i finally understand what it means to change the world.” | S l |
Advice for lawyers 
considering a career with a 
nonprofit organization…
“ Do it!! When and if it gets in your blood, 
you cannot imagine doing anything else. 
And the nonprofit sector needs well-trained, 
smart people to take them to the next 
level. There are 19,000 nonprofits in the 
state of Oklahoma. Oklahoma is one of the 
most generous states in the union. You are 
needed to bring these two together to serve 
those in need, to elevate our society, to 
brighten our world. Get involved. Find your 
passion. Even if it’s not a lifelong pursuit, 
you will be exposed to incredible people and 
learn so much about your community. People 
in nonprofits take networking to a whole 
new level. Consider trying it out, see if it’s a 
fit, and use your skills to make a difference 
doing something you love.”
– Ginny Bass Carl
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Students at OU Law have more choices than ever before, including what kind of 
degree they will earn. 
Juris doctor students now have the option of pursuing a specialized certifi cate 
contained within their three-year degree. Other students are now able to earn 
an entirely new degree at OU Law, the Master of Legal Studies, which requires a 
shorter time commitment. 
Specialized Certiﬁ cates for J.D.
The specialized certifi cates, available starting this fall, are in Energy 
Law, Natural Resources Law, American Indian Law or Business 
Entrepreneurship. The new certifi cate programs are designed to 
enhance the J.D. degree and can be completed within the same 
three-year time period.
Master of legal Studies
The Master of Legal Studies programs will help many students 
who have completed undergraduate degrees, but don’t plan to 
become lawyers. Following the advice of numerous companies, law 
fi rms and government agencies, OU Law introduced MLS degrees 
in Indigenous Peoples Law and Energy and Natural Resources 
Law. The MLS programs benefi t individuals working with tribes, 
energy companies and other organizations that require a working 
knowledge of their legal issues, but not a license to practice law.
The Master of Legal Studies degree in Indigenous People Law will 
be earned through online courses and can be completed in two 
years of part-time study. The MLS in Energy and Natural Resources 
Law is achieved on campus and can be completed in one year of 
full-time study or two years of part-time study.
“We are developing new and dynamic classes and programs to ensure our 
students receive a world-class legal education, and will continue to be forward 
thinking to anticipate the needs of the evolving job markets,” Dean Joe 
Harroz said. “As the state’s ﬂ agship law school, it is our mission to provide an 
unsurpassed legal education at an affordable price to ensure our students can 
pursue the career of their dreams.”
With the JD certifi cates, masters’ degrees and LL.M. program, OU Law is proving 
its commitment to provide its graduates with signifi cant, strategic advantages in 
the marketplace. | S l |
new programs create greater opportunities
| By BrIan kInG |
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it’s happened to us all. 
knowledge gained in the 
past, but untapped for many years suddenly springs 
forward in our mind when the need to access it arises. 
perhaps it was while playing a trivia board game or 
watching a television game show, but for one oU 
law alumnus, it was during a job interview. and that 
job would take him to another continent 8,000 miles 
away from home to a place where the geography, 
climate, culture and legal system represented a vast 
departure from his “normal.” 
it was his knowledge of native american law and 
its multitude of jurisdictional issues that benefi ted 
Michael Ridgeway (’94) and helped him land a job 
that would take him and his wife, Judy Ridgeway
(’75), to Dubai, United arab emirates, for a three-year, 
life-altering adventure.
The ridgeways had similar motivations for attending 
law school and becoming lawyers, but they were 
on very different timelines. Judy graduated from 
northwestern oklahoma state University in 1970 with 
a bachelor’s degree in psychology and sociology. for 
a year, she lived in new york City, where she worked 
as a social worker, “in the fi eld on the streets, making 
sure welfare clients were still breathing before they got 
their benefi t checks,” she said. 
her experience in that job led her 
to study law. “i decided most of 
the problems of the poor were 
legal, and they sorely lacked 
adequate representation,” said 
Judy. “as a social worker, i did not 
have enough power. lawyers had 
the power to make a difference.” 
she entered oU law in 1971, 
attending classes in monnet 
hall as Judith anne nieberlein, 
a self-described “all-american 
hippie,” whose political and social 
perspectives had changed by the 
time she earned her J.D.
During her fi rst job interview after 
law school graduation, Judy was 
shocked when the senior partner 
in a small-town oklahoma law 
fi rm asked her how fast she could 
type. in no uncertain terms, she 
informed him that is was none of 
his business. “i walked out and 
The ridgeways of Dubai:
native american law knowledge translates well
| By JOnella Frank |
while in Dubai, Judy and michael ridgeway are learning as much as possible about the people and culture of the 
emirate. above, they visit a popular tourist destination. 
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opened my own offi ce,” Judy said. “i never applied 
for another job and have been in private practice in 
norman, oklahoma, since.”
michael, on the other hand, took a less direct route to 
pursuing the career to which he was drawn for the fi rst 
time as a self-conscious seventh-grader with new braces 
on his teeth. in school he was repeatedly subjected to 
verbal abuse by one of his teachers. “instead of calling 
me by my name, he called me ‘brace face’ or ‘metal 
mouth.’ i wanted my parents to sue the teacher for 
intentional infl iction of emotional distress or something 
– anything – to punish him,” michael said. “They chose 
a different method of dealing with the problem. even 
though they did not even talk to a lawyer, i somehow 
got it into my head that lawyers could change the world 
and correct any form of injustice.”
But his passion for the law had cooled by the time he 
entered the University of oklahoma as a freshman in 
1976. after fi ve semesters, michael took an extended 
sabbatical from college. During that time, he worked 
as an insurance adjuster and later, as a private 
investigator. he met Judy during this period of his life 
when she hired him to conduct an investigation.
The couple married in 1988 and michael returned 
to oU, after an absence of almost 10 years, and 
completed a degree in public administration in 1991. 
with his interest in the law rekindled, michael entered 
oU law and graduated in 1994. 
after graduation, he worked in a small law fi rm and 
also as a solo practitioner. however, he wasn’t happy 
in private practice, and, in looking back on his days 
as an insurance adjuster, he thought he might enjoy 
regulatory law. he contacted the general counsel of 
the oklahoma insurance Department and submitted 
his resume. after not hearing anything for six months, 
michael was called in for an interview and offered the 
job of assistant general counsel. 
he worked at the insurance Department for 13 years, 
serving in the administration of three elected insurance 
commissioners, and was named general counsel in 
2005. however, when state voters elected a new 
insurance commissioner in 2010, michael lost his job. 
his original plan was to take some time off and build 
a greenhouse on the 50 acres of land east of norman 
where he and Judy live, but much to his surprise, 
he was in great demand as a consultant and expert 
witness. within a month, his work schedule was full 
and he was turning away business.
in early february 2011, michael received an email 
“out of the blue” from a headhunter in Dubai 
retained by the Dubai financial services authority 
to assist with a worldwide search to fi ll the position 
of general counsel. The Dfsa is the consolidated 
regulator of all types of fi nancial services conducted 
in or from the Dubai international financial Centre, a 
specifi c geographic area within the emirate of Dubai. 
in this free zone, the civil and commercial laws of 
the United arab emirates and Dubai do not apply. 
a comprehensive body of law is in place just for 
the DifC. 
“i called Judy and said, ‘you’re not going to believe 
this.’ i read the email to her and within minutes 
we decided it sounded like fun,” michael said. “of 
course, we knew it was probably a longshot, but it 
seemed like i could learn some things about myself 
and the recruitment process used by a well-known 
international fi nancial regulator.”
The two-month-long interview process resulted 
in michael being offered the job of Dfsa general 
counsel. The couple’s discussions about the job began 
with the focus on enjoying the experience of the 
process, and had evolved into how they could wrap 
up their business and make arrangements for all their 
“stuff” that was to remain in oklahoma while they 
would be in Dubai. 
“we had visited Dubai and were impressed by the 
city and by michael’s prospective co-workers. The 
“ i somehow got it into my head that lawyers 
could change the world and correct any 
form of injustice.”
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decision to move was easy,” explained Judy. “we 
decided michael would go to Dubai ahead of me to 
fi nd a place to live and get settled, and i would remain 
behind for about six weeks to take care of business 
and personal details in oklahoma. Up to that point, 
the longest michael and i had been apart during our 
25 years of marriage was probably less than 10 days. 
That six-week period was lonely, and it involved letting 
go of a lot of things that had long been part of my 
daily life.” 
June 28, 2011, was michael’s fi rst day as Dfsa 
general counsel. he is the primary legal adviser for 
the Dfsa chief executive and board of directors, but 
has no direct involvement in regulatory matters or 
administrative procedures. he has responsibility for a 
variety of matters, including drafting of legislation and 
organizational policies, participating in negotiations 
and discussions with offi cials from the Dubai and 
United arab emirates governments, and assessing and 
managing a variety of legal risks the Dfsa might face. 
The United arab emirates has a legal system of civil 
law. all offi cial versions of legislation are enacted 
in arabic, and court proceedings are conducted in 
arabic. The DifC has its own common law legal 
system and court system, where proceedings are 
conducted in english. michael explained, “The DifC 
is like a landlocked island within the emirate of Dubai 
where english is the offi cial language of the common 
law legal system.
“The Dfsa regulates business within the DifC, but 
in the rest of the United arab emirates the fi nancial 
services are subject to federal regulation. This can 
result in jurisdictional questions where, for example, a 
DifC-licensed fi rm is offering investments or advice to 
customers located outside the DifC,” he continued. 
it was this type of jurisdictional issue about which 
michael was asked during the interview process. he 
was able to call upon his studies at the oU College of 
law with nationally recognized native american law 
expert professor rennard strickland. 
The Dubai skyline is seen from the ridgeways' kitchen balcony.
michael, a former editor-in-chief of the 
American Indian Law Review, was able to 
respond when asked about cross-border 
activities and jurisdiction.
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michael, a former editor-in-chief of the American 
Indian Law Review, was able to respond when asked 
about cross-border activities and jurisdiction. “By 
explaining how similar jurisdictional issues involving 
oklahoma’s ‘checkerboard’ of indian Country have 
been resolved by the courts, i was able to demonstrate 
an understanding of principles that were relevant 
between the United arab emirates federal government 
and the ‘island’ of the DifC jurisdiction,” he said.
when Judy joined michael in Dubai in summer 2011, 
she was still in the process of closing her law practice 
of 36 years. “During the fi rst year in Dubai i went 
back to the Usa about every other month, completing 
pending trials and handling children and rental 
property,” she said. Judy has signifi cantly curtailed her 
international travel. her last trip home was in october 
2012, when she and michael were able to take in two 
oU football games. 
since her fi rst and only interview for a job as a 
lawyer in 1975, Judy worked hard at building her law 
practice. During the fi rst fi ve years, she was often in 
the courtroom. she handled personal injury, product 
liability and mass tort cases – high stakes, high-stress 
legal work. 
on april 10, 1980, Judy accepted that she was an 
alcoholic and a drug addict and changed her life’s 
course. “i joined a self-help group, and have been 
sober and active with helping others since that day,” 
she stated. 
with a fresh view and new priorities, Judy made 
another change. “Custody trials became my passion. 
i returned to my natural ‘helping’ mode and usually 
chose the underdog, who at that time was fathers, 
alcoholic or drug addicted mothers, or mothers who 
had given up their children,” she explained. “my past 
became an asset rather than a hindrance. i could share 
my experience with others, and expose them to a 
different way of living. working with lawyers helping 
lawyers was a great gift to me. ”
since moving to Dubai, Judy has worked on “letting 
go of bossing” and is developing her helpmate 
qualities. “i have learned more about the meaning 
of marriage and the signifi cance of the word 
‘housewife,’” said Judy. “i also became aware of 
how much of my own self-worth was attached to 
my profession. now my need for recognition is met 
from within.” 
in addition to learning to be a terrifi c cook, helpmate 
and housewife, Judy has been teaching english to 
emirati students and adults. she also is taking belly 
dancing lessons. and, she joked, “i am working on 
becoming a Dubai staple, ‘a high-maintenance wife.’” 
Judy and michael have three adult children and 
two of them have made the trip to Dubai, which 
takes 17 hours in actual fl ight time. The oldest, C.B. 
payne, Judy’s son from a previous marriage, lives in 
Dallas with his wife, Cass, and their son, Zeb, born in 
living and working in Dubai has been 
“a bit like law school in that the learning 
curve has been really steep.”
while visiting Big red, an area of the desert between Dubai and 
hatta, michael poses with the falcon of a local man who allows 
people to take pictures in exchange for the equivalent of $2.72.
During a camping trip in the desert, the ridgeways were visited by a 
herd of camels.
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november 2011. They’ve not yet made the trip, but 
in november 2013, when michael and Judy celebrate 
their 25th wedding anniversary, the paynes will meet 
the ridgeways in london for a few days and then 
travel on to Dubai for the “iconic” family vacation.
Their second child, Charles ridgeway, lives in norman 
and works as a barber. he visited his parents in 
february 2012.
amy ridgeway, their youngest child, has racked up 
the highest total of frequent fl yer miles. she visited 
in august 2011, shortly after Judy joined michael in 
Dubai, and again in December 2011. after graduating 
from princeton University, amy made the trip for a 
third time in July 2012. she lives in norman and has 
taken the law school admission Test. “after years 
of protesting that there was no way she would ever 
be a lawyer, she seems to be changing her tune,” 
michael said.
michael describes living in Dubai as “a bit like living 
in Disneyland.” of the 100 tallest buildings in the 
world, 23 of them are in Dubai. one of them, the Burj 
khalifa, is the tallest building in the world. more than 
a half mile tall, it is twice the height of the empire 
state Building. 
“we can go snow skiing or sledding at the mall of the 
emirates, four-wheeling in the desert, fi shing in the 
persian gulf or visit the traditional markets,” michael 
said. “Common sights are camels and camel crossing 
signs, as well as ferraris, lamborghinis, maseratis 
and porsches, which are as common as Toyotas in 
oklahoma.” 
in contrast to america, often described as a melting 
pot where immigrants’ cultures blend and merge into 
what has become american, michael said Dubai is 
better described as a salad bowl where many different 
nationalities and cultures retain their unique fl avors 
and coexist side-by-side. 
But with that coexistence of cultures and languages, 
sometimes come communication diffi culties. michael 
told of bragging about the birth of his grandson to 
one of his emirati co-workers. she asked the child’s 
name and michael replied “Zeb.” she blushed upon 
hearing the name and when questioned, would only 
say that he should not say the name in public. michael 
later learned that his grandson’s name is similar to the 
arabic slang term for a male body part.
Judy also had an issue with language differences. 
when the ridgeways were moving into their Dubai 
apartment, she was speaking with the security 
guard and the leasing agent, both pakistanis. after 
unsuccessful attempts by Judy to communicate a point 
to the security guard, the leasing agent interrupted, 
suggesting that she would convey the message and 
said, “miss Judy does not know how to communicate 
properly.” later, Judy commented that this was a 
surprising comment about someone who earned her 
living for more than 35 years communicating in a 
courtroom! 
michael admitted that living and working in Dubai has 
been “a bit like law school in that the learning curve 
has been really steep.” for both michael and Judy, 
some of the learning has been introspective.
During a visit to a camel farm near the Dubai camel racetrack, a trainer invited Judy to hop on.
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after completing two-thirds of his commitment to 
the Dfsa, michael said he realizes he is part of a 
greater humanity, which includes people who had very 
different upbringings but still experience the same 
feelings. “people in america think of the middle east 
as a violent, scary place,” he said. “people from asia 
hear about school shootings and the Boston marathon 
bombing and think america is a violent, scary place.”
michael views his three years in Dubai as an 
opportunity to be an ambassador for oklahoma and 
the United states. “people i meet may form their 
opinion of americans based on their interaction with 
me. Because of that, i tend to focus on the positive 
traits and values of my home country and state,” 
stated michael. “most people still seem to have a 
positive impression of the United states, and i have 
been able to educate many people about the virtues 
of oklahoma and its residents.” 
he continued, “i have grown close to a number of 
people who appear on the surface to be very different 
than i am. however, i feel like a part of them, rather 
than apart from them. i feel faith in our similarities 
rather than fear of our differences.”
Judy expressed a similar sentiment. “i believed the 
american way was the best way. in Dubai, i’ve seen 
a system that has opened my judgmental eyes,” she 
said. “i feel safe in the middle east. safe to leave my 
purse in the shopping cart while i look at something 
down the aisle. safe to leave my home door unlocked. 
safe to walk alone in the evening. The most important 
lesson i have learned is that the individuals of all 
nationalities respect the beliefs of all others and their 
focal desire is to live in peace on a daily basis and 
improve the lot of their family.” 
The ridgeways have always loved traveling and seeing 
new sights and cultures, but before they had the 
opportunity to come to Dubai, the schedules and 
pressures of everyday life kept them fully occupied. 
“Dreams of visiting strange lands were discussed in 
future tense as something we would do together after 
we retired,” said michael. “however, it worried us that 
our older lawyer friends never really seemed to retire – 
a better description might be that they downsized and 
eventually faded away.” 
They both encourage anyone considering working 
outside the United states to do it. “open-mindedness, 
patience and tolerance are key,” commented Judy. “if 
you don’t already have them, you will develop them.”
michael added, “Do it. it will be an adventure and 
an opportunity to see things you never even knew 
existed. you will see the world through a new pair 
of glasses.”
a new pair of glasses enabled michael ridgeway to 
say, “if i had to pick one thing about law school that 
shaped the course of my life, i would have to say it 
was my experience with the American Indian Law 
Review. The jurisdictional issues that affect indian 
Country opened my eyes to a better understanding 
of U.s. federalism, and now they help me understand 
how i can walk across the street in a foreign country 
and enter an arabic language civil law system, leaving 
the english language common law system a few 
steps behind.”
and looking through those new lenses, michael was 
reminded of something he fi rst believed as a seventh-
grader in braces. “law school also taught me that 
lawyers really can change the world.” | S l |
“ open-mindedness, patience and tolerance 
are key. if you don’t already have them, you 
will develop them.”
Judy stands at the end of the palm Jumeirah, a group of man-made 
islands arranged in the shape of a palm tree.
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news briefs
1950s
Richard Steed (’52) was honored in march by the 
pottawatomie County Bar association for 60 years of 
membership in the oklahoma Bar association.
George Lindsay Peters (’53), of shawnee, oklahoma, was 
recognized for 60 years of membership in the oklahoma Bar 
association at a march event hosted by the pottawatomie 
County Bar association. 
Mickey D. Wilson (’56) was selected for induction into the 
Tulsa historical society hall of fame. he served on the U.s. 
Bankruptcy Court for the northern District of oklahoma 
from 1983 until his retirement in 1997.
1960s
C. Wayne Falkenstein (’60) joined rgg law as of counsel 
attorney in the firm’s oklahoma City office. his practice is 
focused on social security disability.
Ralph G. Thompson (‘61) was awarded an honorary degree 
by the University of oklahoma at the 2013 commencement 
ceremony. he served for 32 years as a U.s. district judge 
for the western District of oklahoma and has held a variety 
of leadership positions within the federal judiciary and the 
university.
Norman A. Lamb (’63) received the Distinguished alumni 
award from the Cameron University alumni association. 
he served in the oklahoma senate from 1971 until 1988. 
in 1995, he was appointed as the oklahoma secretary of 
veteran affairs, a position in which he served until 2011.
Tom A. Lucas (’64) retired august 1 
as district judge in oklahoma Judicial 
District 21, which includes Cleveland, 
mcClain and garvin counties. prior to 
being elected district judge in 1994, 
he was in private practice for 30 years 
and also served as a municipal judge for the City of norman, 
oklahoma. 
Sheppard F. “Mike” Miers Jr. (’66) received the rick kells 
outstanding Tax professional award from the oklahoma 
society of Cpas. he is a shareholder of gablegotwals, where 
he works in the Tulsa, oklahoma, office. his areas of practice 
include tax law, employment law and estate planning.
Joel Jankowsky (’68) was named 
to The National Law Journal list of 
“The 100 most influential lawyers 
in america.” he is a partner at akin 
gump strauss hauer & feld llp, 
based in washington, D.C., where he 
represents clients on a variety of public policy matters, with 
an emphasis on entertainment, telecommunications and 
technology-related issues.
E. Elaine Schuster (’68) received the 2012 sweet Briar 
College Distinguished alumna award. she practices law in 
oklahoma City.
Charles G. Tate (’68), of ardmore, oklahoma, was 
appointed to the oklahoma historical society board of 
directors. he is president of hatak shawi’, a company that 
performs historical research for the Chickasaw nation. he 
has previously been in private practice and served as a special 
judge in Carter County.
John D. Groendyke (’69) was selected for induction into 
the oklahoma hall of fame. he is chairman of the board 
and chief executive officer of groendyke Transport inc. in 
enid, oklahoma.
1970s
Greg Meier (’73) was elected secretary-treasurer of 
the muscogee (Creek) nation Bar association. he is the 
managing partner of meier & associates in Tulsa, oklahoma, 
where his practice focuses on litigation and indian law.
Steven A. Novick (’73) associated his practice as of counsel 
at the law firm of smolen, smolen & roytman pllC, Tulsa, 
oklahoma. his practice focuses upon plaintiff’s employment 
matters, disability rights, plaintiff’s civil rights cases and 
plaintiff’s personal injury. 
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G. Blaine Schwabe III (’74) joined gablegotwals in the 
firm’s oklahoma City office. his practice areas include 
business litigation, bankruptcy and commercial law.
Robert D. Long (’78) was appointed to the oklahoma Board 
of Bar examiners representing the fifth judicial district. he 
is a partner in the ardmore, oklahoma, firm of fischl, Culp, 
mcmillin, Chaffin, Bahner & long llp.
Charles Rogers (’78) was named a senior assistant attorney 
general. he has served as a prosecutor in oklahoma for 
28 years, serving as an assistant attorney general in the 
oklahoma attorney general’s office, as well as an assistant 
district attorney for payne, logan and oklahoma counties.
Lee Wilkins (’78) received the 2013 grahovac award for his 
commitment and service to meritas, a professional services 
global network of business law firms he is the partner-in-
charge of the Dallas office of Cantey hanger llp, where he 
practices corporate, real estate and banking law.
Graydon Dean Luthey (’79) was elected a general 
member of the international masters of gaming law. 
he is a shareholder of gablegotwals, based in the Tulsa, 
oklahoma, office.
Edgar “Jed” C. Morrison Jr. (’79) 
was selected for inclusion in the 
2013 edition of the Chambers USA: 
America’s Leading Lawyers for Business 
guide. he is a partner at Jackson 
walker llp in san antonio, Texas, 
where his practice focuses on health care law.
1980s
Mark D. Christiansen (’80) joined mcafee & Taft and will 
practice in oklahoma City as co-leader of the firm’s energy 
and oil and gas group. 
Reggie N. Whitten (’80) was selected for induction into the 
oklahoma hall of fame. he is a partner in the whitten 
Burrage law firm in oklahoma City.
Kenneth R. Farley (’81) was named 
associate district judge for mcCurtain 
County. prior to his appointment, 
he was in private practice in idabel, 
oklahoma, and served as assistant 
district attorney in mcCurtain County.
Deirdre O. Dexter (’84) formed Deirdre Dexter pllC in sand 
springs, oklahoma. her practice includes alternative dispute 
resolution, employment law and human resource issues. 
Richard D. Nix (’85), shareholder of mcafee & Taft, was 
elected by the firm’s board of directors to a third term as the 
firm’s managing director. Based in the oklahoma City office, 
his practice focuses on employee benefits.
G. Calvin Sharpe (’85) was named a shareholder of phillips 
murrah pC in oklahoma City. his trial practice focuses on 
medical malpractice and personal injury cases.
Angela Ailles-Bahm (’86), of 
oklahoma City, was elected vice 
president of the oklahoma association 
of Defense Counsel. her firm serves as 
in-house counsel for state farm.
 
Kyle E. Goerke (’86) was promoted to brigadier general in 
the oklahoma national guard, where he serves as assistant 
to the judge advocate general of the U.s. army. as a civilian, 
he practices law in watonga, oklahoma. 
Bill J. Hart Jr. (’86) joined mayer Brown as a banking 
and finance partner in the firm’s houston office. he was 
previously a partner with Baker Botts in houston.
Kim Korando (’86) was recognized 
by Chambers USA: America’s Leading 
Lawyers for Business guide for labor 
and employment law. she is a partner 
at the raleigh, north Carolina, firm of 
smith anderson, where she leads the 
employment, labor and human resources practice group. 
Tom Q. Ferguson (’87) was named to the executive 
committee of Doerner, saunders, Daniel & anderson llp. 
Based in the Tulsa, oklahoma, office, his practice emphasizes 
civil and commercial litigation in state and federal courts.
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Rob Robertson (’87) was named a director of 
gablegotwals. Based in the oklahoma City office, his 
practice primarily consists of complex litigation in a wide 
variety of areas.
Scott Meacham (’88) was named president and chief 
executive officer of i2e inc., an oklahoma City not-for-
profit corporation focused on growing technology-based 
oklahoma companies. he continues as a director of Crowe & 
Dunlevy, where he represents banking and financial clients.
Debbie Maddox (’89) was named general counsel for the 
oklahoma ethics Commission. she previously served as 
assistant general counsel for the oklahoma Bar association 
and attorney with the oklahoma indigent Defense system. 
1990s
Robert L. Garbrecht (’90) was elected to the board of 
directors of mcafee & Taft. Based in the firm’s oklahoma 
City office, he is a commercial transactions attorney who 
previously served as leader of the firm’s real estate group.
Paula Inge (’90) was appointed district judge for atoka 
and Coal counties. she previously practiced law in atoka, 
oklahoma, and was chief financial officer for mathis Brothers 
furniture.
Catherine L. Campbell (’91) was 
named a shareholder of phillips murrah 
pC in oklahoma City. she focuses on 
state and federal appellate practice.
 
 
Richard M. Carson (’91), of Tulsa, oklahoma, was elected 
to serve as secretary of gablegotwals. his clients consist 
primarily of public energy companies, large and small 
businesses in various industries, and financial institutions. 
Malinda S. Matlock (’91) was elected president of the 
oklahoma association of Defense Counsel. she is a partner 
at pierce Couch hendrickson Baysinger & green llp, based in 
the Tulsa, oklahoma, office.
Sharon Voorhees (’91) was elected 2013 chairperson for 
the oklahoma Community service Commission, on which 
she has served since 2002. she is a partner in the shelton 
voorhees law group in oklahoma City.
Paul E. Vrana (’92) was elected to membership in the 
fellows of the Texas Bar foundation. he is a partner in 
Jackson walker llp, based in the firm’s fort worth, Texas, 
office, where he is co-chair of the energy practice group.
Michael McBride (’93) received the inaugural Justice 
rudolph hargrave prize for outstanding scholarly article at 
the oklahoma supreme Court sovereignty symposium in 
oklahoma City. he is a director of Crowe & Dunlevy, and 
chair of the indian law and gaming practice group in the 
firm’s Tulsa, oklahoma, office. 
Carrie L. Palmer (’93) was elected secretary of the 
oklahoma association of Defense Counsel. she practices in 
oklahoma City with resolution legal group, focusing on 
general business litigation and general business consulting, 
strategic planning and crisis management.
Christine “Chris” Larkin (’94) was 
named vice president and general 
counsel of a. h. Belo Corporation, a 
Dallas-based newspaper publishing 
company. she previously worked for 
an affiliated television broadcasting 
company as assistant general counsel and was a partner in a 
Dallas law firm.
Todd A. McKinnis (’94) joined the edmond, oklahoma, law 
firm of rubenstein & pitts pllC. his areas of practice include 
real estate, commercial law and charitable and nonprofit 
organizations.
Nicole Scott (‘94) was inducted into the oklahoma 
Conservation hall of fame in recognition of her outstanding 
service to rural america and the continued conservation of 
natural resources. she is the majority staff director of the 
U.s. house agriculture Committee.
Becky Dias Borthwick (’95) was appointed as a municipal 
court judge in springfield, missouri. she is a managing 
partner with insurance defense firm franke, schultz & 
mullen, based in the springfield office. 
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Steven J. Johnson (’95) was elected to the board of 
directors of the oklahoma association of Defense Counsel. 
he is a member of the oklahoma City firm of foliart huff 
ottaway & Bottom.
Kathryn D. Terry (’96) was named a shareholder of the 
oklahoma City firm of phillips murrah pC. her practice 
includes insurance coverage, labor and employment, and civil 
rights defense.
Jennifer R. Annis (‘98) was elected president-elect of the 
oklahoma association of Defense Counsel. she is a partner 
at atkinson, haskins, nellis, Brittingham, gladd & Carwile 
pC, of Tulsa, oklahoma.
Julie Bays (’98) was appointed chief of the public 
protection unit in the oklahoma attorney general’s office. 
she previously served as an assistant attorney general in 
that unit. 
Jason B. Cagle (’99) was named chief financial officer of 
United surgical partners international. he has been with the 
company more than 10 years and most recently served as 
senior vice president, general counsel and head of acquisitions.
Amy Stipe (’99) was named a director of gablegotwals. she 
works in the firm’s oklahoma City office, where her practice 
focuses on civil litigation.
2000s
Adam Childers (’00) was named to 
the board of directors of the oklahoma 
City metropolitan employer Council. 
he is a director at Crowe & Dunlevy 
and co-chair of the firm’s labor and 
employment section.
Erik Johnson (’00) was named assistant district attorney 
for Coal County. he previously was in private practice in 
ada, oklahoma.
Caroline Drummond (’01) joined Drummond law pllC 
and is based in the firm’s pawhuska, oklahoma, office. her 
practice is focused on general civil, domestic and criminal 
defense law.
Leah T. Rudnicki (’01) joined reed 
smith llp in its houston office as a 
partner in the commercial litigation 
practice group. she previously 
practiced with akin gump strauss 
hauer & feld llp.
W. Joseph Pickard (’02) was elected to the board of 
directors of the oklahoma association of Defense Counsel. 
he is managing partner of the Tulsa, oklahoma, office of 
sweet law.
Lindsay J. McDowell (’03) was elected to the board 
of directors of the oklahoma association of Defense 
Counsel. she is an associate with rhodes hieronymus in 
Tulsa, oklahoma.
Spencer B. Housley (’04) founded housley law group pllC 
in oklahoma City. The firm’s practice will focus primarily on 
personal injury, medical malpractice and family law.
Adam J. Strange (’04) was named director at Jones, 
gotcher & Bogan pC in Tulsa, oklahoma. his practice 
includes litigation, commercial transactions and 
construction law.
Daniel P. Johnson (’05) was named 
a director of Crowe & Dunlevy in 
the firm’s oklahoma City office. 
focusing on employment litigation, 
he represents employers in work-
related matters. 
David B. Mahaffey (’05) was elected shareholder of the 
oklahoma City firm of mahaffey & gore pC. his oil and gas 
practice includes title examination, probate and commercial 
transactions.
Rania Nasreddine (’05) became a 
shareholder of gablegotwals. she 
works in the Tulsa office, where her 
practice focuses on litigation, real 
estate and energy, oil and gas law. 
 
Matthew D. Jankowski (’06) was elected as a new 
shareholder at mahaffey & gore pC in oklahoma City. 
his practices focuses on title examination and oil and gas 
transactional matters.
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Justin Pybas (’06) was named partner of Conner & winters. 
he works in the firm’s oklahoma City office representing 
financial institutions and corporate clients.
Rick L. Warren (’06) was named 
partner with hartzog Conger Cason 
& neville of oklahoma City. his 
practice includes business law, private 
placement securities offerings and 
sports franchises.
Andre Caldwell (’08) was named to the board of directors 
of positive Tomorrows, a private, tuition-free elementary 
school in oklahoma City that works to meet the educational 
and social service needs of homeless children and their 
families. he is an associate at Crowe & Dunlevy.
Kristin Huffaker Greenhaw (’08) was named associate 
general counsel for sonic Corp. of oklahoma City. she 
previously worked as a senior attorney for aT&T and as an 
associate with Crowe & Dunlevy.
Brent S. Howard (’08) was appointed as a member of 
the board of regents of western oklahoma state College 
in altus. areas of focus for his altus law practice include 
estate planning, business planning, real estate and tax return 
preparation.
Jeff Virgin (’08) was named special judge for mcClain 
and garvin counties in oklahoma Judicial District 21. he 
previously worked as an assistant district attorney in the 
same counties.
James Wylie (’08) joined the Consumer financial 
protection Bureau’s office of regulations in washington, 
D.C. he previously worked for the U.s. Department of 
housing and Urban Development’s fair housing Division in 
washington, D.C.
Richard D. Johnson (’09) joined mcafee & Taft in the 
oklahoma City office, where his practice will focus on 
business and commercial transactions. he previously worked 
as a state and local tax accountant for a large oil and gas 
company and maintained a private law practice.
Blake Lynch (’09) co-founded wagner and lynch, a law firm 
with offices in mcalester and wilburton, oklahoma. he has 
practiced law in that area of the state since graduating from 
law school.
Megan Brooke Tilly (’09) was named chief of the 
oklahoma attorney general’s oklahoma multicounty grand 
jury unit. prior to working in that unit as an assistant attorney 
general, she served as an assistant district attorney for logan 
and payne counties.
2010s
Sofia Nagda (’10) was named to 
the “lawyers of Color hot list,” 
which recognized junior or mid-level 
attorneys in the legal profession. she 
is an associate with fellers snider 
in Tulsa, oklahoma, where her 
practice focuses on general litigation, utility regulation and 
employment matters. 
Aaron C. Parks (’10) joined the edmond, oklahoma, 
law firm of rubenstein & pitts pllC as an associate. his 
practice includes civil and business litigation, real estate and 
corporate law.
Adam L. Wilson (’10) became an associate at robinett 
murphy & shrier of Tulsa, oklahoma. his practice will focus 
on civil litigation.
Kayna Stavast-Piper (’11) joined the office of the attorney 
general of Texas as an assistant attorney general in the 
antitrust section of the consumer protection division in 
austin, Texas. she previously served as staff attorney in the 
Texas Department of Criminal Justice.
Isaac B. Helmerich (’12) joined newton, o’Connor, Turner 
& ketchum pC, of Tulsa, oklahoma, as an associate attorney. 
his practice focuses on business and corporate law, estate 
planning and commercial transactions.
Hailey Hopper (’12) became an associate of pierce Couch 
hendrickson Baysinger & green llp. she works in the firm’s 
oklahoma City office, focusing on general civil litigation and 
insurance defense law.
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Anne Sickles Maguire (’12) 
joined latham, wagner, steele & 
lehman pC in Tulsa, oklahoma. her 
areas of practice include workers’ 
Compensation defense and workers’ 
Compensation self-insurance.
Mitch McCuistian (’12) joined the law firm of evan & 
Davis as an associate in the edmond, oklahoma, office. his 
practice focuses on general civil litigation, estate planning 
and business organization and succession planning.
Jessica Speegle (’12) joined pierce Couch hendrickson 
Baysinger & green llp as an associate in oklahoma City. her 
areas of practice include general civil litigation and insurance 
defense law.
Trista E. Wilson (’12) joined legal aid services of oklahoma 
inc. as a staff attorney in the norman, oklahoma, office. her 
area of practice is foreclosure defense.
Ashley Powell (’13) joined the oklahoma City firm of 
hartzog Conger Cason & neville. she previously served as a 
summer associate for the firm.
OU Law alumni, faculty and students gathered 
for a luncheon April 18 at Devon Tower to honor 
Tom Colbert (’82) and David Lewis, who have 
made history through their judicial service on 
Oklahoma’s highest courts.
In January, Colbert was sworn in as the first 
African-American chief justice of the Oklahoma 
Supreme Court, and Lewis was sworn in as the 
first African-American presiding judge of the 
Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals. Each was 
the first African-American to serve on their 
respective courts when they were appointed, 
Colbert in 2004 and Lewis in 2005. 
“We are honored to count Chief Justice Colbert 
and Presiding Judge Lewis among our alumni,” 
said OU Law Dean Joe Harroz. “Not only have 
they shaped history through their leadership, 
but also they exemplify the highest degree of 
public service.”
Pictured (above) at the luncheon are OU Law Student Bar Association President Camal Pennington, Presiding Judge David Lewis, 
Chief Justice Tom Colbert and OU Law Dean Joe Harroz.
	Luncheon honors Colbert and Lewis
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pictured at the reception in monnet hall are classmates Tom 
mcDaniel, w.f. parrish, Brian Upp, robert w. Collier, James hardwick 
and larry Derryberry.
The second evening of the event was held in Coats hall, where class 
members and spouses attended a reception in the sneed lounge 
and Boren atrium and dinner in the Chapman reading room of the 
Donald e. pray law library. here, andy Coats, 1963 graduate and oU 
law dean emeritus, addresses the group at the reception. 
Twenty-eight members of the Class of 1963 pose for a group photo.
The Class of 1963 held a reunion April 26 and 27. On the fi rst 
evening, class members enjoyed a reception and dinner in 
Monnet Hall, where they attended law school. 
	Class of 1963 reunites 
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The ada lois sipuel fisher Chapter of the Black law 
students association invited alumni to return to the 
College of law april 19 for a dinner recognizing four 
alumni.  honored at the Trailblazers Dinner were 
oklahoma supreme Court Chief Justice Tom Colbert 
(’82), oklahoma Court of Criminal appeals presiding 
Judge David lewis (’83), John e. green (’57), former 
U.s. attorney for the western District of oklahoma 
and stan evans (’03), former oU law dean 
of students.
following dinner in the Boren atrium, the students 
and their guests moved to the Bell Courtroom for a 
performance of a play dramatizing ada lois sipuel 
fisher’s struggle to be admitted to study law at oU.
	BLSA hosts alumni event
stan evans, one of the alumni honored, visits with Jared gaither and Courtney hilliard at the 
Blsa alumni weekend Trailblazers Dinner.
Richard O. Battles (’50)
Kenneth R. Coe (’75)
J. William “Bill” Conger (’70)
Frantz C. Conrad (’50)
Sandee Coogan (’87)
Joel Kelly Crumpley (’79)
G. Howard Dearing (’51)
Alan Curtis Durbin (’72)
Frank Elkouri (’47)
Scott L. Graham (’63)
John C. Harrington Jr. (‘55)
Margaret Ann Jones Bailey Hartzog (‘74) 
Ralph B. Hodges (’54)
Karen Elisabeth “Kay” Huff (’74)
Peter Michael Keltch (‘71) 
Warner Earl Lovell Jr. (’70)
Michael Raymond McKee (’71)
Lloyd G. Minter (’43)
Gary Lucas Neal (’75)
Michael Ronald  Neda (’95)
Edwin Price Ramsey (’52)
Horace G. Rhodes (’55)
D.B. “Barry” Rooker III (’69)
John R. Smith (’59)
Thomas H. Trower (’42) 
Rodney D. Watson (’83)
William J. Whistler (’55)
We remember
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Staff changes
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 Kasey Hendrix was named director of 
annual giving and special events. she will 
coordinate special events within the law 
school and assist with development 
activities. Before joining the oU law staff, 
she was assistant director of the oU 
president’s associates program and the 
women’s philanthropy network.
 Terri Ray joined the office of Career 
services in January.  she assists students 
with career searches and contacts 
employers to market oU law students. 
she previously served as a paralegal for 
more than 30 years, 21 of which were 
with fellers snider Blankenship Bailey & 
Tippens pC.
 David W. Dye (’09) was named director 
of graduate and international programs 
in february. he previously served as the 
associate director of the John B. Turner 
master of laws (ll.m.) program. his 
expanded duties will include directing the 
master of legal studies program.
	New faces and titles
 Casey Delaney (’05) was promoted to 
assistant dean of external affairs in may. 
she will be responsible for alumni and 
development, public relations and the 
office of Career services.  she previously 
served as the director of the Cso, worked 
in the career office at pepperdine law 
school, and was a litigator with fellers, 
snider in oklahoma City.
 Blane Anderson joined the staff as 
director of financial services. Before 
coming to the oU College of law, he 
served for nine years as director of finance 
and operations for the michael f. price 
College of Business.
The office of Career services invited all first-year and 
second-year students to a march 6 networking event, 
sponsored by goolsby, proctor, heefner & gibbs pC. 
The law firm also invited attorneys from 30 other law 
firms to attend the reception at Bricktown Brewery in 
oklahoma City.  
	1Ls and 2Ls attend networking event
enjoying the networking event are David proctor ii (’08), 2l Zach lee, 
Dean Joe harroz, David proctor (’90) and 3l Dylan edwards.
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learning about various types of law practice from attorneys currently 
practicing with a corporation, a law firm and a governmental agency 
provided first-year students with valuable information to be used for 
planning their futures. This was the focus of Career Development night,  
coordinated by the office of Career services and sponsored by Crowe & 
Dunlevy and Devon energy Corporation on January 17 at Coats hall.
The students rotated through three 25-minute sessions to hear speakers 
representing Devon energy Corporation, the U.s. attorney’s office 
and Crowe & Dunlevy provide insight into some of the many career 
paths available for attorneys. at the conclusion of the third session, a 
networking reception in the Boren atrium provided students with an 
opportunity to meet and talk with presenters.
	Career Development Night exposes students to variety of law practices
The ninth annual public 
interest law students 
association pro Bono 
and public interest 
Career fair brought 
employers from 
government, nonprofit 
and military 
organizations from 
oklahoma, Texas and 
missouri to oU law on 
february 19. representatives from more than 20 
employers met with students in the kerr student 
lounge and shared information about their services. 
The fair provided an opportunity for students to 
learn about public interest law while honing their 
networking skills. several employers, who collected 
resumes prior to the event, interviewed students 
during the fair. The College of law has a strong 
commitment to public service and the career 
fair is one of the means by which students are 
encouraged to serve.
	PILSA event brings employers  
to students
presenters lyndon Taylor (’84), Devon general counsel, kay sewell 
(’84), U.s. attorney’s office, and Drew palmer (’06), Crowe & 
Dunlevy, attend the networking session to meet first-year students.
	BLSA chapter receives recognition
students visit with employers 
at the pilsa pro Bono and 
public interest Career fair.
oU law’s ada lois sipuel fisher Chapter of the Black law students association, whose 
membership is pictured here, was recognized at the national level for having the unique 
program of the year. The pop Tabs project collects soda pop tabs, which are sent to 
impoverished Ugandan women, who use them to create and sell purses and other 
fashion accessories. in addition, the chapter was named the midsized chapter of the year 
for the rocky mountain region of the Blsa, and the production of the play “i’ll Do it!” 
was recognized as the region’s  best program of the year. The play, written by professor 
Cheryl wattley, depicts the struggle of ada lois sipuel fisher, the plaintiff in landmark 
desegregation litigation in the 1940s, to gain admittance to the oU College of law.
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The 155 members of the University of oklahoma College of law’s 
first-year class attended professionalism night on January 30 and heard 
leading lawyers and recognized experts speak on professionalism. The 
event, coordinated by the office of Career services and sponsored by 
mcafee & Taft, was held in downtown oklahoma City, on the 50th floor 
of the Devon Tower.mcafee & Taft lawyers presented important topics 
such as business etiquette, professional dress and professionalism in the 
workplace. The event, which also included a networking session, is an 
element of the Cso comprehensive programming to prepare oU law 
students for the job market. employer participation in the Cso on-campus 
interview program tripled in 2012. “we created this event as part of our 
efforts to educate the next generation of lawyers on the critical 
importance of professionalism,” oU law Dean Joe harroz said. “in 
addition to teaching our students the substantive knowledge required to 
practice law, we want students to understand the importance of always 
presenting themselves with the highest degree of integrity and ability in 
the practice of law. we appreciate mcafee & Taft, who helped make this 
evening possible.”
	Professionalism Night teaches students professional skills, etiquette
first-year student erica halley talks with richard nix (‘85), mcafee & 
Taft managing partner, following the presentations.
	3-member team wins competition
The 1l moot Court Competition began with 
153 students competing, and several weeks 
later, a three-member team was named the 
winner. The final round of the competition, 
held april 15 in the Dick Bell Courtroom, 
resulted in mary “alex” shipley, Jeff vogt 
and nicole lynn (pictured at left) being 
named the winning team.
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in the early months of 2013, oU law received two 
additional accolades from national rankings after 
being ranked no. 15 out of 200 law schools 
nationwide and given a grade of “a+” on the National 
Jurist list of “Best value” law schools released in 
september 2012.
in february 2013, the oU College of law was 
recognized in the top 15 percent of “Best law 
schools” in the country by National Jurist magazine. 
The magazine staff created the list as an alternative 
to the the U.S. News and World Report’s annual law 
schools ranking by focusing “on what students find 
most important – quality teaching, cost efficiency and 
post-graduate success.” 
when the U.S. News & World Report 2014 list of “Best 
law schools” was released in march, oU law had 
jumped 14 places. The College of law ranked as the 
68th best law school in the country in the new survey.
“while we don’t put too much weight on any one 
survey, we are encouraged by these national rankings 
that recognize the special things happening at oU 
law,” Dean Joe harroz said. “we believe students are 
seeking a first-class legal education at an affordable 
price so they may pursue the careers of their dreams, 
without being limited by excessive student debt.
“it is only appropriate that emphasis be placed on 
the student experience and career development. 
with recent results including more than a tripling of 
employers in our spring recruitment program and with 
the addition of innovative, new programs that give 
our students a competitive edge in the marketplace, 
we are more excited than ever about the future of our 
students at oU law.”
	National rankings recognize  
OU Law again
every spring, each academic publication holds an end-of-year 
celebration, where students’ participation is recognized and the 
incoming editorial board is introduced.
	Academic publications close year 
with banquets
The American Indian Law Review annual Banquet was held april 4 at the fred 
Jones Jr. museum of art. The outgoing editorial board is pictured above.
The students responsible for 
publishing the Oklahoma Journal 
of Law and Technology gathered 
in the sneed lounge april 23 to 
celebrate another successful year. 
at left, lark Zink, editor-in-chief, 
presents Courtney Blackwell with 
a certificate acknowledging her 
work on the publication.
The kerr student lounge was the site for the Oklahoma Law Review honors 
Banquet on april 17. The 2012-13 editorial board is shown here.
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author and University of California, los angeles 
professor eugene volokh delivered the 2013 henry 
lecture march 8 in the kerr student lounge. volokh, a 
nationally recognized expert on the first amendment, 
spoke on “foreign law, religious law and the 
american legal system.” 
volokh, who previously clerked for Justice sandra 
Day o’Connor on the U.s. supreme Court and for 
Judge alex kozinski on the U.s. Court of appeals for 
the ninth Circuit, teaches free speech law, criminal 
law, tort law, religious freedom law, and church-state 
relations law at UCla school of law. 
The henry lecture series is an annual event 
established in 2000 by the henry family, which, in two 
generations, had five of its members graduate from 
oU law. By bringing noted legal scholars to speak 
at the College of law, the event helps inspire and 
educate future generations of scholars, lawyers and 
public servants.
	2013 Henry Lecture features UCLA professor
oU law continues to be a leader in energy and natural 
resources law, with many alumni enjoying successful 
careers in the oil and gas industry, rising through the 
ranks to hold key leadership positions in their 
organizations. The office of Career services 
coordinated a networking event march 28 at the 
myriad Botanical gardens in downtown oklahoma 
City to enable students interested in the industry to 
meet with professionals working in the energy and 
natural resources business.
meet the energy industry was sponsored by six 
industry leaders — anadarko petroleum Corporation, 
Chesapeake energy Corporation, Continental 
resources inc., Devon energy Corporation, mahaffey & 
gore pC and sandridge energy inc.
	Students network with energy industry professionals
oU law Dean Joe harroz, UCla professor eugene volokh and oklahoma City University 
president robert h. henry (’77) are shown after the lecture.
leslie smith (’08) visits with a student at the march 28 networking event. smith works at 
anadarko petroleum Corporation, originally the sole sponsor of the event, which now has five 
additional sponsors.
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The public interest law students association honored students, faculty and staff for 14,500 
hours of pro bono service and announced fellowship recipients at an event in the sneed 
lounge on april 18. 
since the 2004 founding of the pro bono program, 57,000 hours of service have been 
donated by the oU law community. This year, 93 students were recognized for providing 
more than 25 hours of pro bono service. The student with the greatest number of hours from 
each class was recognized. Taking those honors were Zachary Bidner, 3l; ally simon, 2l; and 
eric warner, 1l. Courtney Carter was honored for having the highest three-year total in the 
2013 graduating class.
“we awarded $20,000 in summer public interest fellowships to 18 students,” said professor 
elizabeth Bangs, pilsa faculty director. “we have a new fellowship this year, sponsored by 
gablegotwals, which provides $2,000. and we have partnered with the John paul stevens 
public interest fellowship foundation to provide two $5,000 fellowships for each of the next 
five years.”
	PILSA recognizes 14,500 hours of pro bono service
Courtney Carter was recognized by pilsa 
as the 2013 graduating student with 
the greatest number of pro bono hours 
of service during her law school career. 
Carter is pictured above with professor 
elizabeth Bangs.
The recipients of the David Boren and molly shi Boren public service fellowship, pictured above, were introduced at the event.
University of oklahoma College of law student roy Brown was elected vice president for the national native 
american law student association at the federal Bar association indian law Conference held in april in santa fe, 
new mexico. as vice president, Brown will administer the 22nd annual nalsa moot court competition, to be held 
at oU law next year. The competition typically attracts more than 100 student competitors from law schools 
across the country.  
Brown, who is interested in indian and public interest law, is a northern arapaho from the wind river indian 
reservation in wyoming. he has extensive experience in leadership and organization both as a professional and as a student.
	Student to serve in national office
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	Class of 2013 enjoys May 10 graduation reception  Photos by Norman Party Pics
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	Coach Inc. President Jerry Stritzke (‘85) delivers 2013 convocation address Photos by Norman Party Pics
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Faculty changes
 Rodney D. Ring was named visiting assistant professor of clinical legal education in January. he will supervise oU 
legal Clinic interns in criminal cases in Cleveland and mcClain counties. he joined the faculty after retiring with 
almost 20 years of judicial service as a special judge and later, as a district judge, in Cleveland County.
	New faces and titles
 professors David swank (’59) and mark gillett, who 
both retired at the end of the spring semester, were 
honored april 25 at a faculty appreciation event in 
monnet hall. 
with 50 years of service to the University of 
oklahoma, swank has held numerous titles. he 
began in 1963 as oU legal counsel and assistant 
professor of law. other positions include associate 
professor, professor, associate dean, dean of the 
College of law, director of the law Center and 
interim president of the university.
prior to coming to oU, swank was a partner in the 
law firm of swank & swank in stillwater, oklahoma. 
he later served as assistant county attorney and 
county attorney for payne County.
swank has been active in the oklahoma Bar 
association and the oklahoma Trial lawyers 
association. he is a fellow of the oklahoma Bar 
foundation and the american Bar foundation. 
swank was the oU faculty representative to the 
Big eight Conference and the national Collegiate 
athletic association, in which he served in a variety 
of capacities. in 1994, he was named by College Sports magazine as one of the most influential people in college sports. swank was 
inducted into the oklahoma higher education hall of fame in 2011. 
gillett was admitted to the iowa state Bar association in 1978 and practiced law in muscatine, iowa. he was a partner in stanley, 
lande and hunter law firm there before he joined the oU law faculty in 1987.
gillett was the author of estate practice software, originally published by shepard’s/mcgraw-hill in 1985, and later by the west 
group. more recently, he released the gillett estate management suite, which prepares federal estate and gift tax returns and 
fiduciary accountings.
	Faculty appreciation event honors retiring professors
mark gillett was joined at the reception by his mother, 
phyllis gillett, and wife, libby gillett.
mark gillett smiles after addressing 
the group of faculty, family and 
friends gathered for the event.
after presenting a Tribute owl to 
David swank, Dean Joe harroz 
passes the microphone to him.
family members join David swank in celebrating his 
retirement. pictured with him are his granddaughter, 
katie swank, son, David swank ii, wife, ann swank, and 
daughter, ami swank.
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Cheryl wattley was one of five winners of a 2013 Davinci fellows award presented at a march 
29 banquet at the oklahoma history Center in oklahoma City. presented by the Davinci 
institute, an oklahoma nonprofit organization, the award recognizes higher education faculty 
whose accomplishments reflect a creative approach and a high degree of innovation to complex 
issues and have made a significant contribution to their academic discipline.
	DaVinci Institute recognizes Wattley
Cheryl wattley
Faculty honors
 professors mary sue Backus and Brian mcCall were honored 
at the University of oklahoma campus-wide Tribute to 
faculty on april 18 in the sandy Bell gallery of the fred 
Jones Jr. museum of art. Backus was named the robert 
glenn rapp foundation presidential professor and mcCall 
received the merrick foundation Teaching award.
presidential professorships are awarded to faculty members 
who excel in all their professional activities and who relate 
those activities to the students they teach and mentor, 
exemplifying the ideals of a scholar to students and 
colleagues.
Backus joined the oU law faculty in 2004 and teaches 
Criminal law, education law and evidence. she taught 
as a fulbright scholar at guangdong University of 
foreign studies in guangzhou, China, during the 2012-13 
academic year.
The merrick Teaching award is given to the faculty member 
who is considered most outstanding in bringing to students 
a better understanding and appreciation of the economic 
and political basis of american society.
mcCall began teaching at the oU College of law in 2006, 
following nine years in private practice with an international 
law firm. he teaches classes in Contracts, payment systems, 
secured Transactions and Corporate finance.
	Backus, McCall receive faculty recognition
Brian mcCall
mary sue Backus
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 The overcoming Barriers 
symposium, which focused on 
legal issues facing native 
american tribes, was presented 
march 7 at the oU College of 
law. The event was sponsored 
by the American Indian Law 
Review, student Bar 
association, native american 
law student association and 
oU native american 
studies program. 
noted scholars and practitioners 
exchanged ideas on resolving 
intratribal conflict and defining 
jurisdictional boundaries. The 
keynote addresses were given by kevin washburn, assistant secretary of indian affairs, U.s. Department of the interior, and Barbara 
smith, chief justice of the supreme Court of the Chickasaw nation.
symposium participants also had the opportunity to tour Coats hall to view native american art displayed throughout the building 
and to enjoy musical entertainment by native american musicians.
	Assistant secretary of Indian Affairs participates in symposium addressing tribal issues
kevin washburn, the keynote speaker for the afternoon 
session, spoke in the Bell Courtroom on the role of the 
Department of the interior and tribal jurisdiction.
Barbara smith delivered the keynote address for the 
morning session, “Tribal peace initiative and Traditional 
Justice.” smith is the chief justice of the supreme Court of 
the Chickasaw nation and an oU law adjunct professor.
Beyond the classroom
 focusing on legislative issues in election law, the annual 
symposium of the Oklahoma Law Review was held 
february 15 in the Dick Bell Courtroom. The symposium 
was sponsored by mcafee & Taft and featured experts 
on election law from around the country. 
edward foley, professor of law at ohio state University 
and longtime leading figure in election law, started the 
presentations with “The possibility of a fair system of 
election laws.”
other speakers included nicholas stephanopoulos 
from the University of Chicago, Charles stewart from 
massachusetts institute of Technology, Joshua Douglas 
from the University of kentucky, and michael pitts from 
indiana University.
	Election law is focus of symposium
speakers at the OLR symposium on election law were Charles stewart, michael pitts, nicholas 
stephanopoulos, Joshua Douglas and edward foley.
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Judges and lawyers from around the country gathered at the oU College 
of law april 11 and 12 for the spring meeting of the U.s. Judicial 
Conference advisory Committee on Civil rules. This committee oversees 
the federal rules of Civil procedure and develops proposals for new and 
amended rules. 
The spring meeting drew special attention from the bar this year as the 
advisory committee agenda included several hot-button topics ranging 
from discovery reform to spoliation sanctions for the loss of electronically 
stored information.
The two-day meeting was hosted by oU law and organized by professor 
steve gensler, who served as a member of the advisory committee from 
2005 to 2011. “This was a tremendous opportunity to bring some of the 
most prominent judges and lawyers in the country to the College of law,” said gensler. “in addition to helping them with their 
work, we were able to expose our students to a vital area of legal reform and show our visitors some of the great things we have 
going on here.”
in recognition of the event, president David l. Boren hosted a special reception at the fred Jones Jr. museum of art and a dinner at 
the newly renovated University Club in oklahoma memorial Union.
	Advisory Committee on Civil Rules meets at OU Law
The U.s. Judicial Conference advisory Committee on Civil rules meets in the Dick Bell Courtroom.
professor gensler, president Boren and Dean harroz greet guests at 
the reception in the art museum.
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R e m e m be r i ng  F r a n k  E l kou r i
O n January 18, the oU College of law communi-ty lost a very special and dear friend. professor emeritus frank elkouri was an outstanding 
scholar and a nationally recognized authority in arbitration. 
his book How Arbitration Works is still widely referenced 
today in courtrooms and classrooms. professor elkouri was 
an equally talented educator, inspiring students and faculty 
alike, during his 58 years teaching at oU law. as an under-
graduate at oU, professor elkouri frank excelled in playing 
clarinet as part of an oU big band, which he also managed.
after learning of professor elkouri’s passing, oU president 
David Boren said, “in the entire history of the oU College 
of law, no faculty member has been more dedicated to his students and more generous to 
the school than professor frank elkouri. i will always feel fortunate to have been able to study 
under him when i was a law student and to benefi t from his international expertise in his fi eld.”
professor elkouri graduated from oU law in 1947, and he never forgot the fi nancial support 
he received that enabled him to attend law school. he and his wife, edna asper elkouri, gave 
generously to the College of law, including a major gift in 2002 to endow the frank and edna 
asper elkouri professorship of law. in 2010, the emeritus wing of the law school was named 
the frank and edna asper elkouri emeritus wing to recognize their remarkable contributions.
in 2011, he and edna gave the largest one-time gift ever given to the College of law, with the 
entire gift going to endow student scholarships. This $6 million gift touched us deeply, not only 
because of the opportunities it provided to current and future law students, but also because 
of the spirit in which it was given. it truly was a gift from the heart.
a Sooner Lawyer article and video were produced during that time, honoring the elkouris, 
their remarkable careers, and their legacy. i have posted links to both items in remembrance of 
professor frank elkouri. we miss him greatly.
— Dean Joe harroz
Sooner Lawyer article: http://bit.ly/nruiko
Tribute Video: www.law.ou.edu/video?page=1
OLR article: http://bit.ly/12imrqo
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“In the entire history of  the  
OU College of Law, no faculty member  
has been more dedicated to his students  
and more generous to the school than 
Professor Frank Elkouri.”
– President David L. Boren
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a gift of $115,000 from the oklahoma City-based law 
firm hartzog Conger Cason & neville established an 
endowment fund to benefit oU law students interning at 
the U.s. Department of state, office of the assistant legal 
adviser for international Claims and investment Disputes in 
washington, D.C. 
in the fall of 2012, the oU College of law and the state 
Department created an exclusive oU law internship allowing 
one student from oU to intern full time with the state 
Department every fall, spring and summer. 
“we are honored and excited to provide funding that allows oU 
law students to participate in the prestigious state Department 
internship program,” said John D. robertson, managing partner 
at hartzog Conger Cason & neville. “The establishment of this 
internship provides a great opportunity for oU College of law 
students at the federal government level and introduces them 
to the inner workings of Capitol hill and the United states 
Department of state.”
“The U.s. state Department internship is truly special, providing 
oU law students a unique opportunity to work on international 
law matters on behalf of the United states government,” said 
Dean Joe harroz. “There are only a few law schools in the 
country that have such a program. This generous gift from 
hartzog Conger Cason & neville continues their partnership 
with the law school and helps expand opportunities for our 
students. we are grateful to the firm.” 
in addition to this new donation, hartzog Conger Cason & 
neville contributes to the oU College of law by sponsoring the 
hartzog Conger Cason & neville scholarship, participating in 
oU law’s fall and spring recruitment programs, hiring oU law 
interns and new associates, and hosting a networking event for 
first-year law students every year.
	Hartzog Conger Cason & Neville establishes endowment to support internship 
	Book signing benefits Opala scholarship fund
author Bob Burke (seated) autographs a copy of his book, 
Opala: In Faithful Service to the Law, during a reception held 
January 30 in the sneed lounge. proceeds from the event were 
donated by the publisher, oklahoma heritage foundation, to the 
Justice marian p. opala scholarship fund, which was established 
in honor of the late oklahoma supreme Court Justice to benefit 
oU law students. also attending were professor lindsay 
robertson, Dean emeritus andy Coats (’63) and allen harris, 
chairman of the scholarship fund committee.
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oU law doubled its funding that supports students 
working in public interest fellowship positions with 
the addition of two new fellowships, the Justice 
John paul stevens public interest fellowship and the 
gablegotwals public service fellowship.
The Justice John paul stevens public interest fellowship 
provides $10,000 annually, with two students 
receiving $5,000 each summer. The gablegotwals 
public service fellowship awards $2,000 to one 
student annually. 
The John paul stevens public interest fellowship 
foundation, which funds the fellowship program, 
was established by Justice stevens’s former law 
clerks to honor and extend the retired U.s. supreme 
Court justice’s legacy of public service. one of his 
former clerks is oU law professor Joseph Thai, who 
is co-sponsoring the oU law fellowship with his wife, 
Theresa Thai. 
“part of what makes law a noble profession is that we 
not only represent paying clients, but we also serve 
the public as guardians of the rule of law for those 
who cannot afford to pay,” Thai said. “students often 
enter law school with lofty ideals, and we hope to 
encourage a career of public service by supporting 
fellowships that enable students to engage in public 
interest work while in school.”
other oU law fellowships include the David l. Boren 
and molly shi Boren public interest fellowships, the 
marjorie p. maute memorial public service fellowship, 
the Cindy foley memorial fellowship, and the Coats 
fellowship for summer public service.
The number and amount of fellowships are 
determined on the basis of available funding in any given year. in 2012, oU law awarded $12,500 in summer fellowships. in 2013, 
oU law will award $25,000. all fellowships require students to complete 200 hours of work and submit a report to the sponsors at 
the end of the summer.
	Fellowship funding doubles with two new programs 
professors elizabeth Bangs (left) and Joseph Thai (right) stand with ashley Zamudio and  
roy Brown, recipients of the Justice John paul stevens public interest fellowship.
The gablegotwals public service fellowship was awarded to Corie white (center). pictured 
with her are Jake krattiger (‘11), an associate of gablegotwals, and Joseph Thai, who serves 
of counsel to the firm.
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Thank you to our donors 
gifts received april 1, 2012 – april 30, 2013
Charles D. ablard
ronald e. abramson
ruth J. addison
alex h. adkins
nathan h. aduddell
edward r. adwon
Joe adwon
aero-mach labs inc.
mark w. albert
paul a. albert
robert h. alexander Jr.
matt J. allen
sam T. allen iii
marie-luise alley
wayne e. alley
american Bar association
american College of Trial lawyers
John m. amick
anadarko petroleum Corporation
Jeffrey r. anderson
kathie a. anderson
owen l. anderson
susan B. anderson
andrews kurth llp
Jennifer annis
J. stewart arthurs
Jennifer D. ary-hogue
Jari askins
Burck Bailey
Timothy m. Ballard
steven l. Barghols
Jean Barnes
ronald m. Barnes
Daniel v. Barney
Tammy D. Barrett
michael p. Bass
paige s. Bass
nancy Baysinger
gary e. Beadles
william B. Behenna
lawrence Bellatti
James a. Belote
Ben T. Benedum
Benedum & Benedum
michael a. Betts
Thomas m. Bingham
David l. Black
melinda s. Blackman
Jap w. Blankenship
Jeb Boatman
stephen s. Boaz
Boeing
fred l. Boettcher
sandra s. Bohland
Jolie l. Boke
hunter k. Boling
george a. Boll
kaye l. Boll
Timothy J. Bomhoff
J. Ted Bonham
william m. Bonnell
william m. Bonney
ann m. Borden
william l. Borden Jr.
robert s. Boughner
Jaycile l. Brannan
John C. Brannan Jr
robert B. Breitenbach
Thomas r. Brett
Thomas r. Brett pllC
linda B. Brogdon
randy e. Brogdon
mary B. Brooke
Catherine s. Brown
gary w. Brown
matthew k. Brown
robert m. Brown
Thomas w. Brown
philip r. Bruce
Timothy m. Bunson
John m. Bunting
Bob g. Burke
Thomas J. Burke
Todd r. Burlie
leanne T. Burnett
sean Burrage
shelby J. Bush
David C. Butler
John p. Buzbee
Bernest Cain Jr.
robin w. Campbell
Campbell-lepley/hunt 
foundation inc.
mark l. Cantrell
phyllis Cantrell
natalie J. Carlgren
David w. Carlson
Craig a. Carpenter
richard m. Carson
Julie k. Carter
laura l. Carter
martha r. Carter
robin J. Cauthron
alison a. Cave
Christine m. Cave
michael a. Cawley
h.a. and mary k. Chapman Trust
robert m. Cheadle
David a. Cheek
Cheek law firm pllC
Chesapeake operating inc.
Chesley law offices
peggy l. Clay
Conor p. Cleary
steven Coates
andrew m. Coats
Danielle B. Coats
Tyler J. Coble
lee s. Cohlmia
Charles D. Coleman
John r. Collins
Conocophillips Company
Continental resources inc.
rodney l. Cook
robert C. Copeland
errol Copilevitz
Jennifer a. Cote
Dean a. Couch
randall T. Coyne
milton Craig
von r. Creel
Crowe & Dunlevy foundation inc.
rochelle T. Curley
Darlene a. Cypser
sharon J. Daniels
J. C. Daugherty
Don C. Davis
lisa T. Davis
linda DeBerry
michael D. DeBerry
melinda Decker
elaine T. Degiusti
michelin a. Delier
m. elizabeth Derrick
larry D. Derryberry
george de verges
Devon energy Corporation
David r. Dickey
Jerry Dickman
monica a. Dionisio
Brent and Jodi Dishman
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Doerner, saunders, Daniel & 
anderson llp
David B. Donchin
sharon w. Doty
w. samuel Dykeman
e. John eagleton
norma h. eagleton
loutitia D. eason
mark edwards
nicholle J. edwards
edwin D. abel inc.
harry a. ells Jr.
isaac r. ellis
ernst & young foundation
Dan a. erwin sr.
ethics and excellence in 
Journalism foundation
avram s. eule
allen D. evans
Christa evans
stanley l. evans
Tricia l. everest
ann ewing
Catharine v. ewing
noah h. ewing Jr.
exxonmobil foundation
arnold D. fagin
James T. farha
william e. farrior Jr.
perry J. fatheree
gloria febro grilk
fellers, snider, Blankenship, 
Bailey, & Tippens pC
matthew k. felty
michael C. felty
sharon m. fiasco
william a. fiasco
fidelity Charitable gift fund
pratixa p. filinto
John r. finley
John f. fischer ii
Jeffrey l. fisher
John r. fisher
lee a. fisher
robert a. flagler
koy floyd
michael T. folks
Jonathan B. forman
John e. forsyth
Darin k. fox
wesley fredenburg
friends of Charlie laster
samuel r. fulkerson
Travis a. fulkerson
lauren l. fuller
gablegotwals
alexis galindo
James l. gallogly
robert l. garbrecht
Tricia D. gardner
John w. garland sr.
Jan T. garrett
Cody n. gayer
michael geigerman
Carol p. gibbens
arch B. gilbert
matthew r. gile
victoria m. gillispie
fred a. gipson
gipson properties llC
fred a. glassco
f. keith good
phillip w. gordon
James l. gore
rebecca J. gore
ginny J. goresen
william a. gosney
Bevan J. graybill
greater horizons
gerald p. green
Timothy w. green
Charles greenough
o. lee gregory
John J. griffin iii
John a. grissom Jr.
sidney m. groom Jr.
patricia e. guest
peggy a. haddock
Tessa l. hager
malcolm w. hall
lauren e. haller
James g. hamill
matthew w. hamilton
robin l. hamilton-folks
harold hamm
James C. hardwick
v. Burns hargis
yvette harjo
reta f. harkins
richard o. harkins
Joel w. harmon
eddie harper
John C. harrington Jr.
allen k. harris Jr.
andrew r. harroz
Joseph harroz
Joseph harroz Jr.
hartzog Conger Cason & 
neville llp
Jeffrey D. hassell
Cindy D. hastie
John B. hayes
harold heath law offices pC 
harold e. heath
John B. heatly
nadia k. heffernan
	
Mark and Jacque Albert
Jari Askins
Gary Beadles
Michael Burrage 
Shelby J. Bush
Steven C. Davis
David B. Donchin
Tricia Everest
Arch B. Gilbert
Goolsby, Proctor, 
Heefner & Gibbs
Joseph Harroz Jr.
Hartzog Conger Cason & 
Neville LLP
Henry and Laura Hood
John C. Hudson
Joel Jankowsky
Michael E. Joseph 
Carl and Pam Ketner
Mike and Mary Jane Lauderdale
Denver Meacham II
Hank Meyer
The Lou and Connie Miller 
Charitable Foundation
Brent and Leah Mills
Armand Paliotta
Homer Paul Revocable Trust
William G. Paul
Phillips Murrah PC
Gary Pierson
W. DeVier Pierson
J. Hugh Roff Jr.
Robert J. Ross
William J. Ross
Martin Stringer
James Sturdivant
Kathryn L. Taylor
Lyndon Taylor
Joseph and Theresa Thai
Mart Tisdal
John B. Turner
Reggie Whitten
Kajeer Yar
	Dean’s Leadership Circle
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Taiawagi helton
stephen e. henderson
howard h. hendrick
frances hendrickson spradlin
robert h. henry
alicia heydman
william heydman
heydman kliewer llp
James h. hiatt
harriett a. high
kelli B. hilgenfeld
Charles l. hirlinger
D. michael hisey
Jason w. hitch
steven a. holland
alan g. holloway
laura l. holmes
henry J. hood
hood family Charitable 
foundation
william r. horkey
russell g. horner Jr.
horseshoe properties inc.
mary f. howery
mary p. huckabee
John C. hudson
hudson law office pllC
Jason huff
Charlotte a. hughart
David D. hunt ii
B. melvin hurwitz
william D. huser
Thomas J. hutchison
leslie f. hyne
randall s. hyne
idabel national Bank
inasmuch foundation
randall l. iola
T. lance Jackson
lawrence Janow
amanda l. Janssen
sharon C. Jett
Jay C. Jimerson
susan m. Jimerson
glen D. Johnson
Jay B. Johnson
David D. Johnston
Cathleen a. Jones
stephen l. Jones
stephen s. Jones
greg Julian
raymond J. kane
yvonne kauger
robert J. kee
suzanne r. kee
paul l. keffer
alice m. kelly
nancy i. kenderdine
Jane f. kenney
gregory C. ketner
pamela k. ketner
warren B. kice
Donald a. kihle
Carlton T. king
eric r. king
raegan k. king
De witt Benham kirk Jr.
kathleen a. knight
Tim s. knight
Barrett J. knudsen
michael e. krasnow
John m. krattiger
philip w. kyle
robert f. la raia
Benjamin s. labow
michael s. laird
anthony m. laizure
norman a. lamb
elizabeth J. larrick
kurt J. larson
Charles m. laster
michael f. lauderdale
william h. layden Jr.
Cornelius leader
richard J. lee
william g. lee
Donald h. lees
Jennifer C. leider
shelley l. levisay
amy k. lewis
Diane lewis
ray D. linder
Dan little
helen l. love
orlene l. lucas
Timothy a. lucas
william e. maddux
gregory l. mahaffey
mahaffey & gore pC
Charles a. mallard
Nathan Aduddell 
Owen L. Anderson 
Paige and Michael Bass
Thomas R. Brett
Tim and Meg Bomhoff
Sean Burrage
Robin J. Cauthron
Charles E. Daniels
Scott and Casey Delaney
Larry Derryberry
B. Lynne Driver
Evans & Davis Law Firm
Jim Farha
Michael Clifton Felty
Darin K. Fox
Sam Fulkerson
Robert and Cindy Garbrecht
James L. Gallogly
Katie Eidson Griffin
Bill Grimm 
James C.T. Hardwick
Joseph Harroz
John Heatly
Sharon Jett
Jay Jimerson
Glen D. Johnson
Cathleen and Phil Jones
Randle G. Jones
Ray Kane
D. Benham and Cheryl Kirk
Anthony M. Laizure
Dan Little
Michael C. Mayhall
Scott and Amanda McCreary
Scott Meacham
John Mee
Gordon R. Melson
D. Kent Meyers
O. Christopher Meyers 
Jack Mills 
Bob and Shelly Morgan 
John M. Nelson
William W. Nelson
Richard Nix 
John W. and Cecelia A. Norman 
Family Foundation 
Scott and Laura Palk
Major W. Park Jr
David A. Poarch Jr.
Raal H. Roos
Michael Scaperlanda
Sandy Schovanec 
Summit Recruiting Inc. 
Murray Tabb
Stratton Taylor  
(in honor of Steven Dow) 
Harry F. Tepker Jr.
Chuck and Gina Thompson
Ralph G. Thompson
Linda English Weeks
Belynn Whatley
Benton Wheatley
Gary B. Wilcox
	Second Century Scholarship Society 
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robert w. mansell
gordon g. marcum ii
Jed l. marcus
robert p. markman
Todd e. marshall
mart Tisdal pC
marian m. mason
michael l. mason
massmutual
elizabeth m. matchinski
Jobby C. mathew
Judith l. maute
Brittany mayes
michael C. mayhall
mcafee & Taft pC
Douglas C. mcBee
D. michael mcBride iii
aubrey k. mcClendon
michelle l. mcCluer
rachel k. mcCombs
Joseph e. mcConnel
angela D. mcCrary
scott D. mcCreary
mitchell mcCulister
amy m. mcCurtain
Jack m. mcfadden
frank h. mcgregor iii
Thomas C. mckee
kenneth n. mckinney
richard s. mclain
marci mclean
robert m. mcleod
michael D. mcmahan
Joe B. mcmillin Jr.
rebecca l. mcneese
william J. mcnichols
Denver meacham ii
scott a. meacham
erin l. means
John m. mee
gordon r. melson
elisa l. mendoza
sara C. mercer
mike miers
robert J. mildfelt
floyd miller Jr.
fred h. miller
John D. miller
Joshua s. miller
lou and Connie miller Charitable 
foundation
madison B. miller
marcia h. miller
rick miller
val r. miller
Jack mills
Julia C. mills
e. Bay mitchell iii
randall D. mock
mock foundation
C. suzanne mollison
martin p. moltz
Burford D. monnet
lynnwood moore
paula B. moore
Burke g. mordy
gregory w. morgan
megan B. morgan
robert f. morgan Jr.
morgan stanley & Co. llC 
Dorinda k. morris
Joseph morris
kathryn r. morton
Christopher mosher
Carl e. moslander
moyers, martin, santee 
& imel llp
luke munson
sofia r. nagda
rania a. nasreddine
James h. nease
Jennifer r. needham
neel, hooper & Banes pC
John m. nelson
william w. nelson
elizabeth J. nevitt
newton, o’Connor, Turner & 
ketchum pC
Tri h. nhan
robert r. nigh Jr.
samuel roberts noble 
foundation inc.
alfred r. nolting
norfolk southern Corporation 
Trust account
John B. norman
John w. norman
John w. and Cecelia a. norman 
family foundation
raymond D. north
larry norton
r. marc nuttle
r. marc nuttle Companies
phyllis w. odell
william g. odell
oklahoma attorneys mutual 
insurance Company
oklahoma Bar association
oklahoma Bar foundation inc.
oklahoma federation of 
music Clubs
william l. oliver Jr.
susan h. oswalt
rita w. oujesky
pg&e Corporation
amy D. padgett
steven l. page
armand paliotta
laura w. palk
David w. parham
major w. park Jr.
raymond patton Jr.
homer paul
Colby C. pearce
T. ray phillips iv
gary C. pierson
w. Devier pierson Jr.
John p. pinkerton
melvin h. pizer
David a. poarch Jr.
Tracy a. poole
george l. porter iii
linda mitchell price Charitable 
foundation inc.
stuart price
Jimmy D. prock
al pugh
Daniel pullin
Tamara pullin
Charles a. purser
frank n. raunikar
raunikar law office pC
glenn w. rawdon
stephen w. ray
raytheon
robert a. reece
robert r. reis
Dale r. rex
Jason B. reynolds
osborne m. reynolds Jr.
a. Donald rhoads
horace g. rhodes
max J. rhodes
a.e. and Jaunita richardson 
Charitable foundation
robert e. richardson
andy rieger
karen s. rieger
ron ripley
Terry ripley
C. Joe robertson
rob f. robertson
Bruce w. robinett
ruth e. robinett Trust
reid e. robison
J. hugh roff Jr.
paul g. rose
Daron a. rudy
marcia a. rupert
David l. russell
elizabeth e. ryan
Tonya l. salazar
mark g. samara
mrs. virginia p. sanders
sandridge operating Co.
Jack h. santee
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robert B. sartin
philip l. savage
r. scott savage
Cheryl g. saxon
michael a. scaperlanda
Chase h. schnebel
James k. schooler
kelli J. schovanec
sandra l. schovanec
frank h. seay
Darla s. sedgwick
Janet selvidge
mark f. selvidge
sheila J. sewell
randel C. shadid
Donald p. sharp
gene h. sharp
matthew T. sheets
shell oil Company foundation
Carolyn e. shellman
maryann shilling
Barty g. shipp
wesley m. shrum
arthur J. shultz
Judy shultz
holly D. shupert
harvey a. siler
Dian sill
James sill Jr.
Julianne C. simpson
Timothy s. sinnott
David n. smith
Joshua D. smith
ronald m. smith
ronald r. smith
Don smitherman
margarita solis
stanley p. spence
ronald e. stakem
errol h. stambler
richard B. standefer
Jon D. starr
Dulaney g. steer
Tiffany m. stephens
steven C. Davis pC
Barney stewart iii
leasa m. stewart
lee g. stilwell
stipe & Belote llp
scott w. stone
kenneth m. stoner
n. martin stringer
stringer family foundation
Jon r. stuart
stuart family foundation
student Bar association
Barbara and James sturdivant 
Charitable Trust
James m. sturdivant
summit recruiting inc.
greg e. summy
Cullen D. sweeney
n. Dale Talkington
Thomas w. Talley sr.
lyndon C. Taylor
melissa Taylor
steven w. Taylor
stratton Taylor
harry f. Tepker Jr.
Joseph Thai
nash Thomas
Tammy a. Thomas
Chuck r. Thompson
gary l. Thompson
ralph g. Thompson
Britta Thrift
James m. Tilly
Cynthia k. Timms
mart Tisdal
lance s. Tolson
preston a. Trimble
william e. Tucker
gay Tudor
Tudor rev. living Trust
michael D. Tupper
Barbara J. Turner
John B. Turner
mista l. Turner
University of oklahoma 
foundation inc.
University of wyoming
paul m. vassar
robert g. vaughn
John s. veazey
Jeffrey B. virgin
Charles e. wadsack
James r. waldo
kathryn l. walker
william T. walker
Jana k. wallace
Joseph p. weaver Jr.
linda e. weeks
steven r. welch
kelley l. wells
wells fargo foundation
Terry w. west
ginger r. wetz
Belynn whatley
Benton T. wheatley
peter l. wheeler
Doris whinery
Janice m. white
stacey a. wiebelt
gary B. wilcox
alan l. will
f. Joseph williams
Joanne l. williams
laurie williams
Jeffrey s. willis
adam l. wilson
Donald l. wilson
mickey D. wilson
nancy h. wilson
Jim C. winterringer
wisconsin law alumni 
association, University of 
wisconsin law school
mary e. witherow
J. kelly work
kajeer yar
marilyn a. young
James l. Zahorsky
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Cole e. adwon memorial scholarship
albert family endowed scholarship 
american association for Justice moot Court 
Competition awards
american Bar association Client Counseling Competition 
Team award
anadarko petroleum Corporation scholarship
henry kent anderson human services award
william r. Bandy memorial scholarship
Beadles law scholarship
kelly Beardslee Criminal Defense award
Black law students association scholarship fund
s. T. Bledsoe memorial scholarship
David l. Boren and molly shi Boren public service fellowship
John a. Brett and robert D. hudson memorial scholarship
william l. Bruce scholarship
h.a. and mary k. Chapman scholarship
John B. Cheadle memorial scholarship
Chesapeake energy Corporation scholarship
andrew m. Coats scholarship
Coats fellowship for summer public service
James w. Cochran memorial scholarship
College of law Centennial scholarship
College of law endowed scholarship and memorial
College of law pros for africa partnership
College of law second Century scholarships
nathan aduddell second Century scholarship
owen l. anderson second Century scholarship
paige and michael Bass second Century scholarship
Thomas r. Brett second Century scholarship
Tim and meg Bomhoff second Century scholarship
sean Burrage second Century scholarship
robin J. Cauthron second Century scholarship
Charles e. Daniels second Century scholarship
scott and Casey Delaney second Century scholarship
larry Derryberry second Century scholarship
steven Dow second Century scholarship 
B. lynne Driver second Century scholarship
evans & Davis law firm second Century scholarship
Jim farha second Century scholarship
Donors funding scholarships, fellowships and awards 
Thank you to all alumni, friends and donors who have supported the following 
scholarships, fellowships and awards making a difference in the lives of our students.
Photos by Norman Party Pics
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michael Clifton felty second Century scholarship
Darin k. fox second Century scholarship
sam fulkerson second Century scholarship
robert and Cindy garbrecht second Century scholarship
James l. gallogly second Century scholarship
katie eidson griffin second Century scholarship
Bill grimm second Century scholarship 
James C.T. hardwick second Century scholarship
Joseph harroz second Century scholarship
John heatly second Century scholarship
sharon Jett second Century scholarship
Jay Jimerson second Century scholarship
glen D. Johnson second Century scholarship
Cathleen and phil Jones second Century scholarship
randle g. Jones second Century scholarship
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ray kane second Century scholarship
D. Benham and Cheryl kirk second Century scholarship
anthony m. laizure second Century scholarship
Dan little second Century scholarship
michael C. mayhall second Century scholarship
scott and amanda mcCreary second Century scholarship
scott meacham second Century scholarship
John mee second Century scholarship
gordon r. melson second Century scholarship
D. kent meyers second Century scholarship
o. Christopher meyers second Century scholarship 
Jack mills second Century scholarship 
 swBob and shelly morgan second Century scholarship
John m. nelson second Century scholarship
william w. nelson second Century scholarship
richard nix second Century scholarship 
John w. and Cecelia a. norman family foundation  
second Century scholarship
scott and laura palk second Century scholarship
major w. park Jr. second Century scholarship
David a. poarch Jr. second Century scholarship
raal h. roos second Century scholarship
michael scaperlanda second Century scholarship
summit recruiting inc. second Century scholarship
murray Tabb second Century scholarship
harry f. Tepker Jr. second Century scholarship
Chuck and gina Thompson second Century scholarship
ralph g. Thompson second Century scholarship
linda english weeks second Century scholarship
Belynn whatley second Century scholarship
Benton wheatley second Century scholarship
gary B. wilcox second Century scholarship
nathalie pierrepont Comfort scholarship
william T. Comfort Jr. and James T. Comfort scholarship
Crowe & Dunlevy scholarship
Doerner, saunders, Daniel & anderson llp, Dickson m. saunders 
memorial scholarship
richard r. Downer memorial scholarship
Carl p. and erma w. Dunifon law scholarship
Durbin, larimore & Bialick law scholarship
frank and edna asper elkouri endowed law scholarship
robert J. emery student support fund
Thelma and hicks epton fund
rhys evans scholarship
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george J. fagin municipal law endowment
william r. and ruth farmer scholarship
fellers snider Diversity scholarship
ada lois sipuel fisher scholarship
Cindy foley memorial indigent Defense fellowship
Cindy foley outstanding Clinical student award
rayburn l. foster memorial scholarship
george B. fraser scholarship
paul k. frost ii memorial scholarship
gablegotwals first amendment award
gablegotwals oil and gas practice award
gablegotwals public service fellowship
gablegotwals supreme Court Decision making award
general scholarship fund
Justice william a. grimes Civil libertarian award
Bill powell guest memorial scholarship
Justice harry l. s. halley memorial scholarship
walter D. hanson memorial scholarship
allen k. harris scholarship award in honor of Dean John 
gaines hervey
hartzog Conger Cason & neville U.s. state Department 
internship
hartzog Conger Cason & neville scholarship
Thomas p. hester law review scholarship
alan g. and anita l. holloway law scholarship
vivien mcConnell hood scholarship
samuel e. hooper memorial scholarship
albert C. hunt outstanding advocate award
Cecil l. hunt memorial scholarship
J. marshall huser scholarship
Joel Jankowsky outstanding graduate award
a. l. Jeffery municipal law scholarship
senator Jeff Johnston memorial scholarship
Jones, givens, gotcher & Bogan scholarship
kappa Beta pi scholarship
aubrey m. kerr sr. endowed scholarship 
albert g. kulp memorial scholarship
samuel a. laycock memorial scholarship
robert B. looper memorial scholarship
frank C. love memorial scholarship
marjorie p. maute memorial public service fellowship
mcafee & Taft John mchenry mee scholarship
mcafee & Taft advocacy award
mcafee & Taft Theodore m. elam scholarship
mcafee & Taft gary f. fuller scholarship
Charles B. memminger memorial scholarship
Judge Clarence m. mills scholarship
george sr. and nelly miskovsky scholarship
moyers, martin, santee, imel & Tetrick scholarship
oklahoma Bar association Bankruptcy and reorganization 
section award
oklahoma Bar association Business and Corporate law 
section award
oklahoma Bar association health law section scholarship 
oklahoma Bar association oil, gas and natural resources 
section award
oklahoma Bar association Tax section award
oklahoma Bar foundation Chapman-rogers scholarship
oklahoma Bar foundation w. B. Clark memorial 
scholarship award
| GIvInG highlights |
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oklahoma Bar foundation fellows scholarship
oklahoma Bar foundation general scholarships
oklahoma Bar foundation Thomas l. hieronymus memorial 
scholarship
oklahoma Bar foundation maurice h. merrill scholarship
oklahoma Bar foundation phillips allen porta scholarship
oklahoma City real property lawyers association scholarship
oklahoma scholars fund
Justice marian p. opala endowed scholarship
paige osborn scholarship
frances r.a. paterson scholarship 
william g. paul scholarship
ambassador edward perkins scholarship
T. ray phillips iii memorial scholarship
welcome D. pierson memorial award
kailas and Becky rao scholarship in honor of leo h. whinery
Joseph f. rarick “Just Deserts” law award
robert T. rennie scholarship
a.e. and Juanita richardson Charitable foundation scholarship
| GIvInG highlights |
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rocky mountain mineral law foundation scholarship
richard paul ryan memorial scholarship
salem Civil rights award
savage scholarship
royce h. savage scholarship
nathan scarritt prize
sequoyah endowed scholarship
Tannell a. and madelyn shadid memorial scholarship
gene h. and Jo ann sharp law review awards
ed shipp memorial scholarship
John shipp memorial scholarship
Bennie and audrey shultz scholarship
larry siria Community service award
steve stack memorial scholarship
allie m. and robert e. stephenson scholarship
Justice John paul stevens public interest fellowship
stuart family foundation ll.m. scholar fund
warren p. Taylor scholarship
ray Teague memorial scholarship
Carol Thomas memorial scholarship
J. roy Thompson scholarship
lee B. Thompson sr. scholarship
Bess Zeldich Ungerman scholarship
may m. walker scholarship
Captain Brian e. wheeler write-on award
leo h. whinery endowed scholarship 
Joe g. wolfe memorial scholarship
Judge w. a. and mabel woodruff scholarship
leon J. york Jr. scholarship
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